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The
STRAIGHT FROM DAWSON past, but

ROY TAKES

Sena, the Independent nominee received
!
but a few scattering votes over the state
.
except in San Miguel and Torrence Couni
ties, and the vote in these counties was
Indepenby
the
much less than expected
r
dent nominee. ;" i5'
The vote on the 'Í1 Intendments is coming in very slowly, and it is impossible
to tell what the final outcome will be, altho at present it looks like all the amendments are defeated except No. 4, allowing
exemption for soldiers and No.' 11. giving
the bond issue for roads.
Rrm-iof the surnrises of the election
o
Vi.
were the changing of the vote in Bernalli-ll- o
County, where in 1920 Hanna carried
the county by 1800 and lost it last Tues.,,,
"rítmtmmm.;
A
"
day by over 200. San Juan County, always Democratic, flopped over into the
Senator Holm O. Bursum
Bursum column. Union County got back
Newly
elected
United States Senator from New Méx.
into the Democratic band wagon, as did
Colfax County.
The vote in Harding County was very light, not over 1500 votes LITTLE BABE
DIES SUDDENLY.
being cast. As we go to press we have the vote of all precincts but
one on the east side, and Judge Hanna has a lead of two votes.
The precinct hot yet heard from, is Republican and will probably
The four months old babe oi
The vote
give the county to Bursum by about 10 to 20 votes.
Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Ivey, died
m some of the precincts Was not over 2a to 35 percent of the regisSunday
last
morning after a few
tration; the cause given was that the farmers were too busy
sickness
from milk
of
hours
and sowing wheat to stop and go to the polls. Roy precinct poisoning. The
hac
little
cast about 50 per cent of the total vote registered in the precinct, been ailing for severalfellow
days
bul
casting less than 400 votes. Mosquero precinct went Republican was not considreed dangerous.
by 35 ; Albert by 40 or moré. Roy Democratic by 65. Abbott by He became suddenly worse early
about 20, and Solano 3. Bradley by 10. Mills, went Republican Sunday morning and altho eve
We could not get the exact vote in the other precinby 2 votes.
possible was done for
cts.
However one thing is certain and that is, Harding County is rything
babe, it's little spirit went tc
the
puts
up
party
who
and
Democratic,
Republican
the
nor
neither
the maker who gave it about 10
'
the best men are sure to win next fall.
is
Now that the election
over and the majority have spoken as o clock.
Floyd Joseph Ivey was born
to whom will be our next Senator, it behooves us to get behind our
May
5th, 1921 at Roy New Me
Senators and Representatives and give them the proper support.
passed away Sundaj
and
xico
in
having
great
may
they
bills
passed
will
assist
be
of
that
io that
18th, 1921, aged 4
September
moment to the "Great West" and especially to New Mexico.
13 days. His lift
and
months
' We have twostrong meninthe
Senate,Senator Bursum, Republiwas short but he
on
earth
here
can and Senator Jones, Democrat, men whom the, people have faith
with happiness
home
his
filled
in and men who can and will do great things for New Mexico, and
'
we predict that some very important legislation will be passed while here. Funeral services
which will be of a great benefit to the West during the present were held Monday' at 2.30 and bu
rial following in the Roy Cemesession of Congress.
tery where he was laid to rest
by
the side of his grandfather
J. A. Stevenson Sale Postponed
Mrs. Earl McMinimy and babe
passed away last winter.
who
- .(V.
Kansas
the
left for Frankfort,
is indeed hard to give up
It
The Public Sale of J. A. Ste- first of the wesk where they will
venson of north of Roy has been visit relatives for several weeks. a little flower in the home as
postponed from Thursday Sept They will also visit Oklahoma this little babe wa3, but the AH
22nd, to Friday October 14th. before their return. Earl is bat- wise Power knew best and it
This will be a large sale and so- ching it in the meantime and has was taken to the Great Home
me of the best milk cows on the already begun to look homesick, above, where it will not have to
mesa will be sold, also all kinds but if his wife does not stay too undergo the hardships of those
of farm machinery, two Titan long we think he will make it who live the fourscore and ten.
Little Floyd Joseph leaves to
tractors, Disc Plows and Tam-de- O. K.
mourn his early death a sorrow-win- g
disc. Sale will commence
mother, father and little
promptly at 10 A.M. Lunch will
Dont forget the Roy Freeman
Viginia,
besides many othsister
be senved on the grounds. Don't sale next Tuesday, September
The
and friends.
er
relatives
forget the date, October 14th,
27th.
Spanish-Americ- a
sym-
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The Ball games during the
fair were among the most im
portant events of the sporty on
the grounds. Crowds estimated
at a thousand witnessed each
game and cheered the Roy boys
to victory over the fast Dawson
Loretta team. The score Thursday was 12 to 8 in favor of Roy,
and altho the game played so
mewhat loosely on botit sides, it
was much enjoyed by she fans.
Hephner pitched for Roy and did
good work, he allowed but a few
scattering hits. "
' The second game which was
played Friday, was a much los-sone, at the beginning of the
first half ot the ninth the score
'stood 8 to 8 as it had stood for
teveral innings, but in the last
uilf of the ránth Roy found the
other score which made them
the winner. For several innings
it looked very much as if Roy
Was going to lose to Dawson,
in the 5th the Dawson Pitcher
lost control and had to be replaced with another. McCargo pitched 3 innings for Roy, but his
arm was too sore and he stepped out for Williams of Solano
who did fire work, and held the
opposing players down to a few
safe hits, in fact had them at
his mercy at all times.
On Saturday Dawson was de
termined to capture the game
iud employed a battery from
Amarillo, Texas. But work as
they did, they could not stor
the fast work of the Roy team,
i largo number of safe hits
were recorded from the Amarillo
pitcher and the support given
the new battery m as rather poor
i
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SUCGE

Attendance Record Breaker Eaclt Day

,

The election is over and as the returns
come in slowly, the majority for the Republican nominee, Holm 0. Bursum piles up
higher and higher, and when the final
count is made it looks much like Senator
Bursum will have a majority of at. least
7000 or more over Ms opponent Judge

-
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EXHIBITS BEST EVER SEEN IN NEW COUNTY

AMENDMENTS STILL IN DOUBT; NQ. 4 AND 11 WIN, OTHERS HAVE NO CHANCE.

..,.,

"NUMBER 36.

ARBING COUNTY FAM

OVER HANNA IS NEARLY 7000
,.,

the Right.

er

Hephner pitched the first

3

First Annual Harding County Fair is now, a thinir of the
the wonderful exhibits, the fine ball games, the exciting

races, the large attendance and the general erbod time will rpinnin
the memories of the residents of Harding County for many
years to come.
To say the Fair was a great success is expressing it mildly for' it
was nat oniy a success unanciaJly, for it cost over $1,200 to put it
r. but it was a success from every point of view. In exhibit,
attendance, sports and in fact everything that goes to put over
guuu
county raip.
The exhibits filled the large 200 foot tent, not onlv
tlio
entire walls but several layers and rows thru the tent. There
was pumpkins and squashes to long and big around than an ordinary tape line would not start to take them measurements. There
vas corn and cane so tall that it would not stand in the 8 foot
walls of the large tent, and the bundle corn exhibits with two and
three ears on a stalk would make the corn fields of the black
ck of Illinois ashamed of themselves. The oats standing 5 to (i
et tall and telling of yield of from 60 to 100 bushels "per
yes rows of bushels and threshed exhibits too, told
the
lghseer that we were becoming the leading wheat producer
County of New Mexico. Yes there was maize, kaffir korn
and
rley, sudan grass and beans, the beans, the good old frijei.
that have made New Mexico almost as famous as Boston and
other gram exhibits of every nature: Yes there was garden exhibits too, potatoes, radishes, oniona,, carrots, turnips,
Oh!
that grows in an eastern garden, only just a little bet-ai- d
of course large and far more palatable.
We must not forget, the culinary department for there was
bread and more bread, Oh such big fine loaves just like
used to make ,and pies and cakes and jellies, fruits r,nd mother
in fact
as we looked over this exhibit we thought probably we were back
a re.at frmí te
country, but no, just the fine
ef ím
New Mexico. .Wewi sh we might name ' the winners infruits
this
department, but we do, not want to name Borne and leavff others
out, so we will refrain from doing so, and later try and publish
the names of all winners .
.
Yes the fine arts and needle work department was
filled
with entries and such beautiful hand drawings and. the needle
work, well, we have known for a long time that New Mexico
had'
the best in this me in the whole U. S. A. and the fair proved
.his too
We should say more about this department ,but space
forbids this week, later we may tell you more about it.
Now we are to the livetock and the poultry.
The Fair committee wer unable to make ample accomodations for these exhibits
but they wem cared for the best they could and numerous
were made in these departments and some very fine livestockentries
both
were
exhibition. By next year, sheds will
hlah,?íffnd ÍÍT1
livestock feature will be the main one óf the fair.
lne forenoons of each day was spent in looking over exhibits
and each afternoon the large crowds watched Roy give Dawson
a good trimming each afternon. and
came the races Ponv
races, horse races relay races and many other races on
new race track laid out on the Roy Fair grounds. Rome the fine
races
were run but the credit for speed had to be given to the fine
little
Dun
mare owned by George Ray, who captured several prizes
After the races the big dance started each evenino- in the
larg tent prepared especially for those who' like to tip
the "Light
E?2
f!?:010vf a,hundred feet long and 50 feet wide
been laid m
tent and the floor was crowded during each
evening until a very late hour. The music for the dance
furnished by the'Sprmger Novelty Three" which assures the public
they were going to get only the best. On Saturday evening
a
prize waltz was given ,also arize two step. Mr. Triplett and Miss '
won
Salazar
the waltz prize, and Mr. and Mrs. Melville Floerheim
won the two step prize.
(Continued cn last page,)
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innings for Roy, but his arm
ave away in the fourth so he
was also replaced by Williams
who pitched one of the finesl
games ever seen in Roy. His
swift left handers vere almost
an impossibility for the Dawson
boys to come in contact with and
when they did, there was a stro-- J
ng support lor me prccner,
had very little show at any
time of the game to become winners.
Young Williams from, Solano
is a fast one, and is one of the
coming base-ba- ll
boys of the
mesa, with a good training he
stands a chance of being in
He
base ball.
be and needbe done,' Miss Minnie
plays good clean ball and under- that can
Hooper who has
between now and spring so lets! been visiting
game
become
and has
stands the
relatives
and fr
get at it and make next year ev- - nHs in anA nM,.
.ui ..
a favorite with the Roy boys, as
well as the fans.
Lal1
than was:e in Hutchinson, Kansas, la
The final score of Saturdays
fre
t
year
Tuesday.
game was 11 to 9 in favor of
,
Roy. The Dawson team played
good clean ball, and altho there
extends
pathy to the bereaved parents was some rag chewing, yet this
Dawson
goe3 with
and little Virginia.. :.
was somewhat handisapped by
two of their players being ab:.ad they had to substituí;'
sent
CARD OF THANKS
from another Dawson team, but
We wish to thank our relati- even at this Roy outplayed them
ves and kind friends who were at all times.
The Base Ball season for 1921
so thoughtful to US' during the
illness, death and burial of our for Roy has about ended and
Darling Bate Floyd Joseph. We Roy has lost but 6 games this
would like to thank each of you season which is a record north
Dersonally but this we can not east of New Mexico. They have
do. Again we thank you all played some of the strongest tea
from the bottom of our hearts. ms in New Mexico. They have
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Ivey. received a stronger support from
the fans of the mesa and which
they appreciate very much. A
CELEBRATES THIRD
great deal of credit for the sucBIRTHDAY.
cess of the team is due to Mes- srs Paxton the manager and M:
TJttlfl Avis Lporsi
:iersneim. assistant manager,
celebrated her third birthday ' who have done everythng possi-and helped
JU1
tast Monday aitemcon when her
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
.
.
mother Mrs. Wm. G. Johnson them to get games matched
v
teams
ith
of!
t?o'r9
invited about 20 of her little
the mora . Now is the time to j
rriends to her home.
for next years
The afternoon 'was spent in begin pri-HnT .4 .
1.
child-folk
games and roi laying
necessary
rj'.Ke
ether
raping and having a generl good ant:
so that
collections
v.1
vy"cv"",.u
lime. A lunch ws served to the.".--,e
at
of the
the
tots
during the aferaoon.
.little
,Ul...w
til-'Ilvl LUUCCl Ir- Miaa Avia wad tho
Hie "ari as we cone this
a
ot pretty present.;,
Thor'i are rrny thingn
th-.-i-
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base-Hal- l.

Come in and see our new Fall
Suits and Coats. A complete line

at right prices.
m

Our new Gage hats are now in.
Come in and look them over.

Buy your Coleman Lamp now.
The evenings are getting long.
ROY TRADING COMPANY
A Profitable Place to Trade.

Another Decline

j
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Chevrolet Cars have been
reduced in price One
Hundred Dollars
Come in and let's talk it
over. We can arrange
terms.
See the Sampson Tractor

F. S; Brown Motor

Company

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

625,000 BOTTLES

Weá and

SOLD

MiseraMe?

Does the leant exertion tire yon out?
Peel "bine" end worried and have daily
backache, lameness, headache, dizziness, and kidney irregularities? Sick
kidneys are often to blame for this unhappy state. Yon must act quickly to
prevent more . serious trouble. Use
Doan't Kidney Pills, the remedy recommended
everywhere by grateful
sera. Ask your neighbor

The Mystory-of-

By Randall
Parrish

,

Mrs. W. Q. Green,
E. Douglas
Ave., 8. Canon
City, Colo., says:

through my shoulders and In the
small of my back.
When I worked In

a

stooped position
for a few minutes
and then attempt-

ed to straighten,
sharp
catches
me In the
took
mail of mv back.
I used Doan's Kidney Pills and they
soon cured ma,"
Cat Doal at Aar Stan, 60e a Box

DOAN'S ""JiV

FOSTER

--

MiLBURN

CO,

BUFFALO,

N. Y.

Saved Up.
Nicketpinch If yon spend so much
time nt golf, you won't luive anything Intel aside for a rainy luy.
Stymie Won't, eh? My desk I
crowded with work Hint I've put nslde
for it rnlny lny.

Sur

Relief
INDIGESTJtVfj
VC'- -

6

Bell-an-s

Hot water
Sure Relief

E
FOR

CHAPTER

pain

had

LL-AEX-3S

INDIGESTION

X

Continued.
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I shook my head, but this only

an-

gered Cost I gun.
"Ah, stow that," lie broke In roughly, "we know you never got It, but
she did. There ain't no other way It
could have been done. The dome left
with Alva. George here saw her go
out with him. Then the next morning the guy was found dead, his pockets rifled, and the bag of cash gone.
How was he croaked do you know?
Punctured from behind with some
sorter sharp Instrument, no bigger
thun a hat pin. It looked like a woman's job, but she got away clean. And
what then? The next night she turns
up with you over at Perond's blowing
In the coin, and the two of yer huvln'
a h
of a time.' That proves yer
were together, don't it?"
"We're not going to blow this to
the police," broke In Harris, as Dan
paused for breath. "That ain't the
Idea at all. But we want a share of
that ' dough. You come across, and
there won't be no more trouble."
'But suppose I don't? Suppose I tell
you I haven't the slightest Idea where
that money Is, or who got It? What
1

then?"
Harris' grin was more malicious and
hateful than never, but he wnited nnd
deliberately lit hls'stump of a cigar.
"What then?" he echoed finally.
"Well, in the first place, we've got
you, haven't we? You'll squeal, believe
me, before you ever get out of our
See here, Severn, I ain't got
hands.
any direct proof that'll put you In the
;
that's true enough,
chair at
but, unless the two of you cough up
liberal, I'll turn something over to the
police of this town what will give you
a term In the Jug, as accessory, and
fix that fly dame of yours
for all
Sing-Sing-

it's toasted, of
course. To seal

in the flavor

time."
"You are bluffing; you have no such
proof." .
"Oh, haven't I? Look here, you
fool; do you know where I got that?"
He whipped something from out the
concealment of an inner coat pocket,
and Hung It fully revealed onto the
desk an ornamental dngger, glittering In the light, which I as instantly
recognized..
"Ever see that . baby weapon be
fore?"
"Yes," and I felt a sudden relief at
the discovery. "You slashed ojieu my
valise, and found It."
"Kxuetly; thiit's what I did," evidently proud of himself. "It was an
easy enough trick.
Just as soon
as I got eyes on this pretty plaything
I knew I'd got the sticker that put
Alva out of business an' I knew
where it corjsc from."

We'll play the game, for you, and divide square."
"You will let me out of here?"
"Sure, once you give us the right

steer;'
"And- - If

I refuse?"

He laughed contemptuously.
"You're not going to; you've got too
d n much sense. But Just to satisfy
your curiosity I'll tell you. 'We've got
the girl spotted; we can lay our hands
on her In an hour; and, believe me,
we've got the goods on the young lady.
Here's the sticker that did the business, and I found it right where you
had hidden it away. 1 can find three
men they are keeping out of sight,
but I can stir thein up who'll swear
that she went away alone with Alva
from that factory over there; that he
had the bag with him, and that the
two got into the auto together. That
of a straight case,
makes one' h
don't it?"
"The way' you put It yes. But
what good will It do you fellows to
have her pinched? Where do you gain
1

"

anything?"
"Time; It blocks the

with
we want. See
the swag. That's-al- l
iere. Severn, we know where the stuff
Is plnnted ; at least we've got an Idea,
but we've got to work slow and cautious In order to lift It. If It wasn't
for that we wouldn't care If she
skipped. If you'll help us" to get quick
action, we'll let the girl go, and give
you a share. Take my word for it,
that's a d n sight more than you'll
ever get by staying with her."
"But If she finds out that I have
turned her down?"
"She won't never find It out; we'll
keep mum. Besides, you're doin' her
a good turn, keepin' her out. of the
electric chair. Well, there's the proposition you can leave it, or take It."
Serious as the situation was, ) could
not fall to see Its absurdity. This was
no threat to frighten me; the fellows
meant what they said, although I
get-awa- y

.
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Soap 25c, Omtneui 25 sad 50c,

Tikim 2Sc

EASY TO KILL
RATS
and

MICE
V ByVA.Gein. STEARNS'
ELECTRIC PASTE
Ready for U
Bttr Than Trap
IMrectluns lo langtujfes In erery box.
16

Rata, Mice, Oockroaebea. Ants ami Waterbogi
destroy food and property and are carriers oí
disfrWB.
Htttxrnt Kltctrtc PtuU furrcs tbef. petti
U run fro in Hie ba.1a.n4j for waier and f reato air
Í6cndl.út. -- Muner back tf It falla."

L. 8. Uuverumeot

baja it.

Women
Made Young
Bright eyes, a clear skin and a body
full of youth anrj health may be
yours if you will keep your system
in order by regularly taking

CQLDMHML

.

-

1
The world's standard remedy for kidney,
Hver, bladder and uric acid troubles, the
enemies of Ufa and look. In us sine
1W& AU dragK'Sts, three size.
Leek far the aaate Cold

MU

mt

W. N. U., .DENVER, NO.

mrj beat
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fire-arm-

New-Yor-

Which Kind of

A

Are You?

Wal-dro-

pipe-smok- er

Pfif

gether."

With Cuticura
Soap and Talcum

.

pipe-tobac-

"Oh, h 1! do you think I ain't, got
any eyes? That skirt wore It In her
hat when she and Alva went out to-

Clear Baby's Skin

Of TtlK

HOME

If

Writ
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THE BEST IN USES CARS.
fur Complete lnlurmntlon. 1225 MflADWAV

SHOES REPAIRED
hera In

V.

murad
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t. il IMtncr prim.
upen. E ASTERS
FRONT,

VELLO
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Uautlsfactory

cork

SHOE REFAIR
CHAMPA STREET.

i

"nishinb.

K0DAK
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Mittrlali

Ctniiny.

COMPANY,
F A K I'M AN KODAK
Sit Sixteenth Street, Denver. Colorado.
-
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"W-ii-
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paid.
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for S pound umplt. poit- THE SPRAY COFFEE It SPICI
Slit tod Market 8U., Dearer. Colt.

fl.00

now-sell-

"Where?"

"Oh, did she? This same pin, w.s
it? Say, Harris, I wish I could be ns
bright as you think you are. And did
you happen to observe also that the
lady's hat was held lu place by exactly the same pin tonight when she
was In Perond's? Well, it was; now
how could it be in your pocket and in
her hat at Hhe sume time?"
He stared at me, his mouth wide
open, and I was equally amused at the
expression upon the faces of the other
two. I realized fully the peril I was
In, and that these men would hesitate
at nothing to obtain their end. Yet,
in spite of all this, I was inexpressibly
happy. I spiked their big gun with a
single blow; moreover, I had learned
the truth about her, and my faith in
her Innocence came back In a flood.
Harris had done too much boasting;
he had ruined his own case. He had
placed the very weapon In my grasp
which I most desired" to have absolute assurance that the girl herself
was Innocent.
The fellow felt, and
realized, the change.
"That's easy," he sneered. "She
bought herself another. That proves
nothing, except that she is smart
enough to play safe. Neither one of
you can get away on that sort of
dope."
"Perhaps not; but It clears her of
the murder charge."
"Oh, does it? That remains to be
seen. We know who she is, and that
Is more than you do. Oh, h I. I got
onto that over the wire; 'the only
thing that Interested you into coming
here was to learn who the dame really was. That's part of her play, as 1
figure It, Severn. She won't give herself away, but Is just using you. When
she's good and ready she means to
fade, an' she'll take the dough along
with her. You will have sold out for
a few cheap kisses, an' that's all." He
laughed coarsely.
"She Is strluglng
you for a fool. Come now, wake up,
before It is too late, an'- let's all get
a hand In the pot; what'de yer say?"
"You still think I am that kind?
One of your class?" I questioned, thoroughly angered by his sneering speech.
"One of my class? . I should say
not ; you are the rawest kind of a
mutt, but so far you've teen In luck
that's .all. Now your luck has changed,
and yer up against It."
"What do you want me to do?"
"Blw her; tell as all you know.

Biggest Thing of Kind Ever Seen in
That State, Declares Big
Wholesaler.

ALWAYS

243

"I

)D))s;wiyiB:.if?

NEW YORK

The fact that 6'J5,000 bottles of Tan-lu- c
Author of
have been sold In the state of New
York since Its Introduction there less
"The Strange Case
than one year ago, is a big business
of Cavendish"
Item that will attract unusual attention throughout the entire East, for
' Oopf right,
BmOaU Parrtab
nothing like it has ever happened before.' It breaks all records.
Mr. George B. Evaus, manager of
wall, the Gibson-Snon
to step back closer against--thCompany, the
i fe
d the Jew least ; he had neither
druggists, with
wholesale
spoken nor moved since our entrance, branches In Albany, Buffalo, Roches-te-r
and I felt he had no stomach for any
and Syracuse, recently announced
ing
farther fighting. Yet I Judged wrong. that the preparation was
With one quick dash forward he in their trade territories alone at the
gripped my wrist as 1 reached' back phenomenal rate of approximately 500,-00for a revolver, and flung his burly
bottles a year.
frame agnintt me with such force as
"If the present rate continues." said
to have thrown me headlong but for Mr. Kvans, "this rate alone will probthe support of the wall. Before I ably require considerably over 750,001)
could wrench myself free,' the others bottles a year. This is a tremendous
closed .in desperately, content to use figure, but I am' really conservative lu
their hands, unwilling,, perhaps, to making this statement."
I was
create any alarm with
Tanlac is sold by leading druggists
a better fighting man than any one of everywhere.
Advertisement.
the three, but combined they-hathe
I wrenched free from the
advantage.
In Happyland.
Russian, and thus got one hand in acFirst Flea Ben on a vacation?
tion, yet . that was all. I know I
Second Flea No, on a tramp.
'
planted one jolting blow straight
Sun.
against Costlgan's round face which
made him wince, and got a foot fair CATARRHAL DEAFNESS
into Harris' stomach, sending him reel- la greatly relieved by constitutional treating backward. Indeed I staggered the ment HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
a constitutional remedy. Catarrhal
two of them, twisting out of the grip Is
Deafness Is caused by an Inflamed conof those iron fingers, and smashing a dition of the mucous lining- - of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube la inflamed
step forward in spite of every effort. you
have a rumbling sound or Imperfect
I was maddened, ffenaled, reckless of hearing, and when It Is entirely closed
Unless the Inall Injury, eager only to Injure those Deafness la the result.
flammation can be reduced, your hearing
devils In any conceivable way; hate may be destroyed forever.
HALL'S
the
CATARRH MEDICINE acts through sysseemed to endow me with supernatublood on the mucous surfaces of the
ral strength, and a desire to kill swept tem, thus reducing the Inflammation and
me with passion. All before me was assisting Nature In restoring normal conditions.
blood-reamid which swam their
Circulars free. All Druggists.
P. J. Cheney tc Co., Toledo, Ohio. Adfaces, and I went straight for them
like a wild beast. Then, suddenly, vertisement.
from behind, a blow descended on my
Lot's wife evidently pnssed some
head, crushing me to the floor. I went
woman and looked back to see
other
stumbling down as though struck with
'
a poe-ax- .
and lay motionless. ' For what she had on.
the Instant I must have retained a
I knew
measure of consciousness.
where I was; I even attempted vainly
to regain use of my limbs, and I heard
Harris swear In disgust.
Pipe-Smok- er
"What the h I did you hit him like
that for, you Idiot?" he yelped. "We
don't want to kill the guy; he's worth
Here, you,
more to us alive.
lift up his head!"
Then all knowledge left me. and I
There's the man who doesn't care
went out Into the dark.
what kind of tobacco he smokes in his
pipe just so it holds fire and makes
CHAPTER XI
rings.
And there's the man, minded to
A Venture of Peril.
have all there is to smoking, who will
fill his pipe only with tobacco of real
I must have remained unconscious
quality and flavor
for an hour or more. I never really
The man who insists upon having
knew how long, for my watch disapquality and flavor in his
peared, yet It was still night when I
may have to pay somewhat more for
again painfully opened my eyes and
it nowadays than before the War.'
That's true of Edgeworth and of good
endeavored to perceive my surround-ir.gs- .'
tobacco in all forms.
Memory of the blow which
But the difference in price a man
ended the struggle caused me to lift
pays for good tobacco is too narrow
a Jiand to my head; the scalp was
to influence the judgment of a
bruised and broken, the hair matted
who loves his own brand.
with clotted blood, yet I could not beOther things all things cost more
lieve the Injury was a serious one. I
in proportion,, and he 13 generally a
tolerant fellow who knows that when
could use my limbs. . Satisfied on this
it is time for good tobacco to come
point, and assured that I was alone,
down in price, it will come.
I braced myself on one arm, and, in a
T h ere is
sitting posture, endeavored to survey
something in
my surroundings.
the very nature
I was resting on the floor of a bare
of the business
of making
room of ordinary size, containing no
vestige of furniture. The place was
seems to precold, with that indescribable chill pecuvent injustice in
apartments,
to
unused
through
liar
and
the matter- of
the one window, which was unshaded
price. Whether
by a curtain, poured the direct light
or "not it is the
good fellowof an almost full moon. In this silvery
ship, the
light every bit of that Interior stood
of
revealed in its hideous bareness, the
pipe - smoking
roughly finished v.'aiis, the patches of
that reaches
plaster scaled off, the dirty floor, the
back into the
single door and window, the rags amid
factory, we
It was a hopeless
which I rested.
don't know. But we know we do try
"
to keep the price as low as we can
scene.
without detracting one iota from the
I staggered to my feet reeling a
quality.
moment like a drunken man, and then
We feel that an Edgeworth smoker
my
way along the side
finally found
wants Edgeworth and will pay a right
wall to the window. My strength Inprice for his smoke. There's such a lot
creased as I advanced," and courage
of comfort in a smoke. It smooths away
a lot of small worries and fits a man to
was born with it I was not dead; I
tackle things as they are.
might baffle those villains yet. They
Provided it's the tobacco that abmust have felt that I was safe enough
solutely
suits his taste.
In this place; that, even if I regained
Every man knows what a good
consciousness, no escape was possible,
smoke is. The old pipe, a brimming
for they had left no guard. A glance
bowl of the right tobacco, a few minutes of perfect comfort.
without revealed the reason for such
If you haven't yet found just the
confidence. I was four stories up, a
sheer brick wall below, and, at the right tobacco, we wish you would try
Edgeworth. Edgeworth may or may
bottom, a concrete walk. There was
not be just the right tobacco for you,
nothing between to cling to unless it
but you can learn at our expense.
might be the narrow coping of stone
Merely1 writ upon a postcard your
Just beneath the window sill. I stared
name and address, then that of the
dealer usually filling your smoking
at this, almost hopefully, for an inneeds, and we will willingly send you
eyes away with
stant; then turned-ra- y
generous samples of Edgeworth in
a shudder; it was scarcely as broad
both forms Plug Slice and
as the sole of my shoe and to think
of creeping along there was merely
Edgeworth Plug Slice is pressed inthe dreum of, a madman. The bright
to cakes, then cut into very thin slices.
moonlight flooded everything about,
One moist, waferish slice rubbed between the hands makes an average
yet I saw nothing familiar; I was evipipe load.
dently at the "back end of a house,
Edgeworth Ready-Rubbreaches
with others closely set on either side,
you ready to pour right from can to
and an alley beyond a small, enclosed
pipe. It packs well and burns evenly,
yard. This latter was littered with
lreely
dead weeds and rubbish of évery deEdgeworth is sold in various sizes,
scription, and a small shed of some
suited to the needs and means of all
purchasers.
Both Edgeworth Plug
kind extended across the rear. Three
Slice and Edgeworth Ready-Rubbstories below, but to the right, a narcome in small, pocket-siz- e
packages,
row porch protected the back door
in attractive tin humidors and glass
There was no movement visible anyjars, and in economical
where, no gleam of light from the
sizes.
- For the free samples, address Larus
windows below me. I listened In vain
& Brother Company, 41 South 21st
for any sound; the night was as still
Street, Richmond, Va.
as death, not even the echo of a disTo Retail Tobacco Merchants
If
renchlng my ear. I wat
tant street-ca- r
your jobber cannot supply you with
somewhere within the limits of the
. Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Comcity; of that I felt assured, but bepany 'will gladly send you prepaid by
yond this could determine nothing.
parcel post a one-- or
n
carton
(TO EE CONTINUED.)
any size of Plug Slice or Ready-Rubbfor the same price you would
Yea, Sir.
pay the Jobber.
"Yesslr, eighty two. I be, an' everj
tooth in my 'end same as th day 1
VI TO tTr'"lT maovts by r btt-- .
were brn !" London Mail.
iia.wni.uy
XuZZr?.Z: hJL.

theSilverDagger
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"And If

I

Refuse?"

doubted if they really possessed the
knowledge claimed so glibly. But they
evidently meant to go on ; they were
not blufllng, for they really had an
ugly case, and could undoubtedly make
trouble. The evidence against the girl
was strong, almost convincing; it even
shook my own confidence in her Innocence. The absurdity of the situation lay In my absolute ignorance. I
knew even less than they pretended to
know. What should I do? Pretend,
manufacture some story? I had no
faith it would work. These fellows
were criminals, suspicious and unscrupulous; they would only believe what
I could prove.
If they caught me In
a deliberate He, as they probably
would, that would Instantly end everything. I might, then, just as well fight
It out with them now as later. I set
my teeth, ready for whut I felt sure
was coming.
"You fellows have sized me up
wrong," I said quietly, but firmly. "I
am not the kind to squeal because of
a threat.
You'll find I'll protect the
lady, but I'll do It in my own way
The honest truth Is, I
not yours.
haven't anything to tell. You. won't
believe that, but It is so. 1 know less
than you claim to know. I have no
knowledge of where the money Is, or
who got It. I do not know who killed
Alva; even now I haven't any suspiBut I will
cions worth mentioning.
say this plainly I do not believe this
gjrl did It. or that she had any hand
I am going to stay
in the robbery.
with her till h I freezes over. If tfiet
Is what you want to know. That's my
answer, Harris, and It Is all I've got
to give you."
"You d d curt we'll show you
somethlnlg !"
"Perhaps you will ; you are three to
one, and on your own dung hill. But
the man who touches me is going to
get hurt; I'll promise you that. No,
you don't, Costlgan ; that trick won't
workT'
I tried to keep my eyes on the three
of them, but his movement caused me
-

Ready-Rubbe-

d.

We lead In this as
ell other lines. Charles Hair & Beauty
Shop. 410 18th St., Denver. Colo.
FI.OWKIIM
FOIt Al.l. OCCASIONS.
I'ark Floral Co.. 1643 Hroadway.
MAIU'KI, WAVING

r

A HI, O IIS.
Hair Goods by
Mlllicent Hart Co.. 721 15th St
JKWKI.itY CO. Diamonds, watches, silverware. Out town
orders careful attention Kst. 1873.

IIFOAUTY

mail.
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THE NKW YORK P1M5ATING CO.
hemstilrhinf rowed button and buthol. Writ for ralaloi. 1523 Stout, Deafer, Colo.

for but pleating,

.

ton

Gary, Indiana, Cuts Prices.
Gary, Ind. A genernl reduction In
prices, ranging from house rents to
costs of a divorce; Is In effect In Gary.
The cuts follow closely the big reduction lu wages of steel workers. Lower
prices were recorded In restaurant s,
house rents, clothing, etc. Physicians-reducetheir call charges to $2, and
attorneys announced a cut from $100
to $50 for handling divorce cases.

Increase League Membership.
Geneva Membership of the League
of Nations will he increased to fifty
If the assembly adopts the recommendation of the political committee,
which decided to approve the admls--.
sitm of Letvla and Esilionla.
Their
applications were put over, the committee deciding to await M. H.vmans'
report on the efforts to settle the VII-n- a
dispute before acting on Lithuania.'
Hoover Sends Check to Girl.
Newport, Ore. Some girl student at
the University of Oregon will be able
to complete her senior year's studies,
It was said, as the result of a gift of
$400 from Herbert Hoover, secretary
of commerce, who sent a check for
Unit amount
after hearing of the
girl's need through Dr. Gertrude
daughter of Dr. II. J. Mlnthorn
of Newport, who was Mr. Hoover's
guardian when he lived In Oregon. .'
Min-thor-

Nonpartisan Recall Filed.
Bismarck, N. I). Petitions said to
bear more than 74,000 signatures asking for an elect'on for recall of Gov.
Lynn J. Frnsler, Attorney Gen. Will-laLemke npd John ,IIngen, commissioner of ngriciflture nnd labor, were
received by Secretary of State Hall,
The' election is aimed nt stale officials chosen with indorsement of the
Nonpartisan League.
Prefers Pen to Russia.
Jefferson Ciry, Mo. Miss Mollie
Stienier empliasi.ed she prefers the
Missouri penitentiary to deportation to
Russia. It was announced in Washington that Attorney (ieneral Dougherty might recommend her release
from the prison, where she is serving
a term for violating the espionage Inw,
If she would consent to deportation to
Russia.
Makes Thrilling Escape.
Ossining, N. Y. Joseph Sorace, a
manslaughter convict, made a thrilling
escape from Sing fiing prison. Sawing
through the bars of his cell, Sorace
climbed through a trapdoor to the roof
of the prison, slid seventy feet to the
ground on a telephone wire, scaled the
prison v:tll and dived Into the Hudson
river. He emerged below the prison
and disappeared In the darkness.
Woman 41 Has Twenty-twChildren.
Omaha,
Karl M. Rowray,
41 years old, gave birth to her twenty-seconchild. Mrs. Rowray became a
bride at 14 and a mother at 17. .She
hns been married twice. By her first
husband she had twenty children. Four
years ago he died and she married a
man twenty years her junior nnd since
then two children have been born to
them.
o

Neb.-r-Mrs- .

d

Music In Omaha P. O.
Onuiha, Neb. Acting
Postmaster
Daniel announced he will place a
phonograph at one of the postal stations here for use by the night force
there of approximately 100 employes.
His action follows a report by ihe
Minneapolis postmaster that phonograph music increased the efficiency
of night postal employés there.
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News of Brother's Death Kills Sister.
Memphis, Tenn. Miss Annie
L.
Boyd fell (lend when she received a
telegram announcing the sudden "death
of her brother, W. M. Boyd, on a train
en route to Monroe, La. A double funeral for brother and sister was held.
U. S.

Collects

$12,000,000

Taxes.

Washington.
Collection of approximately. $12,000,000 In delinquent and
additional
sales and miscellaneous
taxes hy the government as a result
of a special drive ending Sept. 3, was
by Commissioner
announced
Blair.
The drive, in which 1,725 field collectors were engaged, he said, covered
practically every large city in the
country,, and special attention was
given to the
"luxury tax,"
taxes on soft drinks, theater admissions and transportation.
,

f HE
The statement has been circulated that I have been threshing for some fanners at elever
cents per bushel independent,
and others at thirteen, cents.
This is to say. this statement
is an untruth, as I have one price to all, which is thirteen cents
independent and twelve cents

ROY, HARDING

N

Charter No

DRAYING

NOTICE

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

Signed:

RESOURCES..
Loans and discounts, including rediscounts,
$262.178.49
Notes and bills rediscounted with Federal Reserve Bank, ;4 41,54X27
Overdrafts, Unsecured
.
Other bonds, stocks, securitici, etc . .

DO NOT DELAY.
MILTON FLOERSIIEIM. .Agent.
(Mail orders filled C.O.D)
Roy. New Mexico.
;

:.
;

'
.

.

.............

Furniture and fixtures
Cash in vault and amount due from
national banks
Amount due from State banks, bankers, and trust companies
Checks on other banks in the same
city or town ... . ...
29,761.66
'
Checks on banks located outside of
city ortown
federal Reserve Stock . . . . .
Interest earned uncollected

r,

$220,631.22:
12.44
445.74
1,850.00'

-

.

17,562.96
11,908.66

NOTICE

5,964.51
1,800.00

,

7,741.68-

-

$276,252.12

a home in the most wonderful spot on the?

Why not own

North American Continent.

$50,000.00
10,000.00

N.-

,

'
.

...........

Proctor,

8--

is what your CALVES need.

;

.

I am now handling the Rock
Mogul Tra-cto- Island line of Farm Implements.
FOR SALE
in good running order, with 'and Power Machinery, Peoria
moulbord dIows. for sod or old Grain Drills and Sanders Disc
Total
ground. Would consider good Plows. Come in and we will
paymilk cows or car, as part
talk over your wants.
LIABILITIES
ment.
F. S. Brown Motor Co.
'
Capital stock paid in
J. B. Proctor,
:
Surplus
fund
..
; Mills,
Mj;! ;
FOR SALE: Team of Horses
Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid
hea1600
each
lbs.
Set
weight
....
NOTICE
Amount
due to national banks .... . '.. ....
praand
vy
Harness,,
Leather
all
build
to
ready
now
We are
Individual deposits subject to check .
that fire proof house or garage tically New Wagon.
Other
demand deposits . . 126982.71
steam
cement
Brown
F.
for you, out of
cates
Certif
of deposit
. ....
cured blocks or brick, both face
Bills payable, other than with. Federal!
.v
RAUM BROS
or common finish. This is the
Reserve Bank
hollow wafl system which means At the old stand with a full line
Interest
collected unearned
a dry house, we also do General of:
Contracting and Carpenter and SELF OILING WINDMILLS,
Total
Mill work.PUMPS AND CASING, EMERRoy cement Products Co.
SON, OLIVER AND JOHN
STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
)
John H. Hornbaker, Prop. DEERE LINE OF IMPLEME)SS.
Roy, N.M. : NTS, GRAIN DRILLS AND
COUNTY OF HARDING
Z PUMPING ENGINES.
FREE WATER for your storI, C. L Justice'. Cashier of the
d
Cash or Terms
age battery. FREE INSPECTlemnly swear that the above statement is
man
ION. Let the New battery
my knowledge and belief.
J.E.Busey Company
fiK it.
Correct Attest;
!

PURITY BLACKLEG AGGRESSIN

.........

Have .your. VULCANIZING
If. you have a bargain to ofr done at the Service Garage. No
fer on your land, I can dispose of burned rubber. We use a. steam
it if you give me a chance. - r plant.
h
B.

Reserve District No. 10

.

Report of the condition.! f the
September 6th, 1921..

II. Anderson,

J.

119-5-

-

Frank J. Seidel.
.. Manager City Dray.

coal.

COUNTT NEW MEXICO. SATURDAY". SEFTESIBEIT 2ttk, 1921.

FIRST NATIONAL RINK
At Roy, in the State of New Mexico, at the close of business

I have decided to put on two
trucks on the City Dray within
the next few days and will be
able; to handle all of your hauling, draying etc. Will also be
able to do some wheat hauling
and long distance trips. When
in need of any , of this line of
work to be done, call or phone

where the farmers furnish the me.
V.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

the best bargains in land in the vicinity
of Roy New Mexico, that can be had anywhere. We have very
We have some of

3,028.48
18,757.87
126,982.77

prices

low

Some improved land and some virgin soil.

.

41,784.15

-

25,000. 00

-

$276,252.12

General Blacksmith

and

Fancy Comb

:

Ci. 11.

F. S. Brown,
II. B. Jones.

Extracted Honey

For sale by the case
and in 5 gal. cans

bank, do

Justice, Cashier.

-

NOTICE Mr.

Subscribed and sworn to before

September, 1921.

Leading Grocers
Italian Bees and Queens

.'

this I4th dav of

HOME OWNER

F. H. Foster,

Justice of the Peace.

.

Fatjo Apiaries

me
.

-

ACETYLENE WELDING AND
DISC ROLLING
Springer, New Mex.
P.O. Box
At THE OLD STAND,
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE
I can sell your land for you
if your price is right, see me or
write me at Mills, N. M.

NOTICE
FOR

14ooms. $1,200
if taken at once.
Department of the Interior,
See owner if interested;
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico,
Henry Garms.
August 19, 1921.
J. B. Proctoh,
Are you getting all your
NOTICE is hereby given that
CREAM is worth? If not, ship James I. Malone, of Rose"bud,
VULCANIZING
to TRINIDAD CREAMERY CO. Harding Co, New Merico, who,
and
on July, 15th, 1921. made Addl
tire
tube
Bring
3rour
Case
FOR SALE: One 20-- 28
It will pay you well
Adv.
get
Homestead Application, No. 027
Busev
to
first
and
work
w
A-.
.
Also
r
,
Separator in l cndition.
NEiA-SE575. for
.'
a
and
work
c
ass
These are pr- A BARGAIN
one Titan Tractor."
If you want a
.
ti
alo
fAnntfr
ai
...
33.
hattaw
18 N
Sec.
T
púH tí col
j
Rpft
VVritP. nhnne or
month guar bargain on the best wheat farm R 31 E.
4 am
4
an
with
Sec.
eicht
tion.
City
Joe F.Mitchell, R.F.D.1
Section 3, Township
antee on all batteries overhaul in Harding County, write me at
nt
once. If taken soon wiil sell 17 Ni Range 31 E, N.M.P. MerL
ed. J. E. Busey Co.
üht'fip. 320 acres and only a few dian, has filed notice of intenBATTERIES
tion to make Final Three Yeai
Just received a car load of miles from town.
When your battery goes bad
Proof, to establish claim to the
your
T. H. Blankenship,
bring it to Busey, our work is Chevrolet Cars: Give me
land above described, before F.
order at once, and ride in one of
guaranteed. J. E. Busey Co.
H. Foster, U.S. Commissioner, ai
Vinfield,
'iexas.
the best cars made today, .bee
his offhs at Roy, New Mexico,
Garage.
them on display at the
To all whom it may concern
Sampson
on the 12th d:r of October, 1921
The
formerTractor
F. S. BROWN MOTOR LO,
' Notice is hereby given that
Claimant names as witnesses:
ly $1183 is now $665.00
Ollie Kershner, of Roy, New
all those who owe me notes on
The Sampson Tractor comes
Quick Service, reasonabe. pri
account and do not settle same
C. H. Pryor, of Rosebud.
Meneo,
equipped with PULLEY and
New Mexico, Howard Anderson,
at the First National Bank by ces, Steam vulcanizing; all work
September 5th, same will be pla- guaranteed, at. the. SERVICE Brake Governor. Platform and of Rosebud," New Mexico, and
VV. A. Rockwall of Rosebud, New
ced in the hands of an attorney GARAGE.
fenders.
Mexico.
for immediate collection. PleaPaz Valverdü.
se give this your immediate at- 3ET YOUR COAL FOR THRES-HIN. .The people of Roy will be intAT THE MESA
Register.
tention.
T. A. Smith,
ERATIVE'S BINS AT THEIR erested to learn that Roberts &
Cisco, Texas. ELEVATOR.
Olver have again reduced their
A granary built of lumber keprices on lumber and Luilding eps your wheat in good condition until you are ready to sell it
material.
that means a better price for yo
Do you want to sell or buy ur wheat. Call on F.S. Strickland
land, I can handle it for at Roberts & Olver's lumber yasome
W
you one way 0 rthe other, write rd and let him tell you how you
can build now and pay for the
me at Mills, N. M.
material later.
J. B. Proctor,
New Mexico.

J. D. Wade,

JW

.

RIGHT NOW

TO HAVE THAT HOUSE

STUCCOED

WHY VAVE

BY INFERIOR

WORKMEN

WHEN

YOU

AN EXPERIENCED WORK

CAN HAVE IT DONE BY
MAN AT NO EXTRA COST

SEE

WHATSOEVER.

E. F. HENRY, the Contractor

.

Prop

1

THERE IS NO BETTER TIME THAN
IT DONE

at Solano, NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

SALE-HO- TEL

&-Hoop- er

"WE INSURE ANYTHING AGAINST EVERYTHING"

so-

true to the best of

Directors:

Retailed by all

Machine Work,

C. L.

Abernathy,

McCarger

ROY, NEW MEXICO.

above-name-

FATJO'S HONEY

Address all inquiries to

698.85

-

When you have a blow out
bring it to Busey He can fix it

TERMS TO SUIT PURCHASER.

SE14-NE14-

S14-SE1-

ROY, NEW MEXICO
about it as he has had the experience to give you what you
'
want.

i,

4,

EI2-NE1-

HARDING COUNTY ABSTRACT

EI2-SE1- 4,

COMPANY, Inc.
(Bonded)

i

Mosquero, New Mexico

.

"Prompt and Efficient Service"

.

We

are ready to make your Abstracts now.

W. R. COPLEN, Manager
Mosquero, New Mexico.

G

CO-O- P

THE MILLS SHOE REPAIR SHOP.
All work neatly and promptly done.
Located in the Old Bentley Building

.

ANTED

CREAM

We buy cream direct from the
producer only and offer

A Diamond Ring on
LOST
Thesday
of this week
Monday or
on the streets of Roy. Finder plen
ase return to the
office, and receive reward.
Spanish-America-

MARKET PRICE

HONEST TEST CORRECT WEIGHT
i

Cans returned and check mailed
DAILY

WE SOLICIT A SHARE OF YOUR PATRONAGE
"

SEE

NEW RESTAURANT
HONEST TEST - CORRECT
WEIGHT - GOOD SERVICE
Mrs. Minnie' Horn has leased
when you ship CREAM to TRI two rooms in the Lucero buildNIDAD CREAMERY COMPA ing and will open up a first class
restaurant and short order. She
NY.
will be ready for business next
If you are in need of a good Monday, and will serve regular
ractor, see the J. B. Proctor ad meals. Mrs. Horn is an experieIsewhere in the S.A.
nced cook and a restaurant lady
and asks for a portion of the pu:
The F. S. Brown Motor Co. blics trade.
Watch the
'ias sold one Sampson Tractor next week for her advertisement J
Adv.
ind Plow to P.P. Blake "of Mos
quero and will make delivery
.
next week.
WANTED 150 farmers f rem
this neighborhood to ship CRE- NOTICE TO ALL MASONS
AM to TRINIDAD CREAMERY
COMPANY. A bigger check gua-- i

TRINIDAD CREAMERY
COMPANY

j
j

On

Thursday September the ranteed.

attend.
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?9th, Acacia Lodge No. 53 A.F.
A.M. will lay the corner stone
Come in and talk over a Sampnd dedicate the new Harding son Tractor with the F.S. Brown
County High School at Roy, N.
be
Meter Co. Thcso tractors
M. All Masons are reguested to
delivered promptly and sold on

i

NeT Mxico.

Are vcu losine money by sel
ling CI; EAM too cheap. Ship to
TRINIDAD CREAMERY CO.
and 'you will notice the differen
"Adv.
ce in CREAM check.

S-- Á

A trial shipment will make you
A Regular shipper - Try us and

Wm. Schoenerstedt Prop.

Mills,

h

111
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Anderson Gaiage &.
Machine Works.
Roy, New Mexico.
i:,.

h

.

Twelve years of continuous, hard
established the
farm service
OilPull as one of the best designed
nd be3t buf't tractors.
Greater iioaomy, longer life and
increased dependability are inbuilt
characteristics of every OilPull. Are
these the featurtC you want in jc'ouf
tractor?
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""J. Benito ' Arguello one of our
boys left for Albuquerque Thursday where he will
take' Vocational training for a
few months. Benito was injured
during the worlds war and is unable to stand hard labor.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

THE

ROY TUBLIC SCHOOLS TO

START MON. OCT. 3RD.

ce

The Roy Public Schools and
the Harding County High School
term
will open for the 1921-2- 2
Monday morning - October 3rd,'
A full attendance is expected
the first day and all who expect
to attend s.chool should make
arrangements to be on' hand the
first day of school. The compulsory law will be enforced and all
those living within one mile of
wagon routes will be compelled
to attend ; this rule will be enforced for all pupils between the
ages of 6 to 15 years of age.
The wagon routes will all start
on the Monday morning and pupils should be ready in ample
time to get to school before 9
o'clock.. This will necessitate
that some pupils be ready by
7.15 in the morning. The exact
route taken by each Auto will
be published in full in next
weeks naner. so you will know
just where the route goes and!
where to meethe several autos.
Roy is going to have the best
school in N. E. New Mexico and
we all must do our part to help
the Board and 'the teachers to-- i
make it so.
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The Ladies Home Missionary
Society will give a Box Supper
míiffpv flt. thí TVsf. nfficP in RfV N.
1?Tifoi.í
no oormr1-rln- t!
and a musical entertainment next Friday evening 7.30 P.M. at
Registered August 27, 1912.
,
the Roy Theater.
Mrs. A. K. Gray, Pres.
Mr; Edsel B. Ford, President of the Ford Motor Company,
Etta Plumlee, V. Pres.
SCHOOL ROUTES LET
Bert Standard, who shipped in
makes the following announcement:
from Okar-chemachine
threshing
a
"We are making another reduction in the price of Ford cars
Mrs. Homer Parkes was
The School Board of District
Okla, last summer, has fiThe new prices average
and the Ford truck, effective today.
on at the Plumlee Hospital
33, let the contracts for several
and
threshing
has
stored
nished
$70.00 under former prices, and are.the lowest at which Ford cars Thursday, she is reported doing
his machine' at the- - Laughter routes last Monday evening.
'
List prices, F.O.E. Detroit ar? nicely- -'
and trucks have ever been sold.
farm near Solano and returned " Route 1 Northwest of town
r.ow as follows
to Oklahoma. Bert says he will was let to J. H. Mahoney, Route
Old Price
Amt, of reduction
New Price ,
C. C. Moore of Mosquero was
be
back in a few .weeks to put 2, East of town, Pleasant View,
'
$345
$50
Chassis
$295
in Roy Monday on business.
to Wm. Heath, Route 3, Wagner
large wheat crop. ,
in
a
45
,
325
370'
.
Runabout
i
ft
rwas
vvenaiana; ko- lei to v,nris tit
60
415
355
Touring Car
LOST
Gold Bracelet on Sato Russel
ute
4,
Snrings,
Rock
495
50
445
Truck
turday Sept, 17th, either at the
over,
to
Route
;
West
5,
kem
Now
is
Beabout,
the
fair
that
695
100
Coupe
595
fair grounds, or in town. Leave
Montoya
Pocket
so
you
at
Southwes
next
will
be
Christmas,
of
660
760
100
Sedan
n
office
at the
just' as well start preparing for town. All routes will start next
'
Monday Morning Octr'-.c-This is the third price cut during the past twelve monts and receive reward.
3rd.
it.
On September 22, 1920, the price of the Ford touring car was reWe have been informed that
duced from $575 to $140; June 7th to 415, and now to $355, mabe travelled in next weeks paper..
paper which was to be publithe
type
of
per
cent.
The
38
in
$220,
or
king total reductions
this
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Pendleton
same proportionate reductions have been made in all other types. shed at Mosquero last week has
and daughters will leave in a
Ab. Wagner, was down from
One year ago the price of the Ford sedan was $975; today it lists been postponed indefintly.
week or two for Los Angeles" his Mills Ranch last Thursday
at $660 with the same equipment.
and other points in California trading with Roy
merchants.
A. W. Morris of Ocate, is spewhere they will spend the win"We are taking advantage of every known economy in the nding1 a few days on the mesa
ter sightseeing and taking a
manufacture of our products in order that we may give them to the looking after business affairs. Did you
ever take a trip around much needed, rest. , We are glad
Jack Campbell, travelling sapublic at the lowest possible price, and by doing that we feel that Waldo reports everything boomthe worfd, if not, you have a e to know that they are going to lesman for the National Biscuit
we are doing the one big thing that will help this country into mo- ing in his part of the country.
"
now, get your ticket, the enjoy this vacation for they ha- Co. was in Roy several days last
re prosperous times. People are interested in prices and are buystarting point will be a the Ch- ve surely earned it by many week and took in the Harding
ing when prices are right.
Mr. Outhouse of Patoka, 111, ristian Church Tuesday night.
hard years of labor on the mesa. County Fair.
"The production of Ford cars and trucks for August again is visiting his sister Mrs.
and his brother Milburn
broke all previous high records with the total reaching 117,636.
this
week.
He is well pleased
which
is
output
in
gone,
consecutive
month
our
the fourth
This
has
over the hundred thousand mark, the testal for the lour months with the mesa and especially
being 463,074, which has gone a long way in making possible re- thé beautiful climate.
ductions. June this year, with an output of 117,217 was the previous record month.
The Probate Court of Harding
"One noteworthy feature of our sales is the increased de- County will be in session SeptROY, NEW MEXICO. SEPTEMBER 24th, 1921.
mand for Ford trucks and cars for salesmen. This ciass of com- ember 2Cth at Mosquero.
If
mercial business has been gradually increasing the past sixty days you have Probate matters to be
and we inteipret it as a very good sign of improvement in general adjusted you should appear' bebusiness.
fore the Court on that data.
"No reduction has been made in the price of the Fordson
tractor, and none is contemplated."
Everyone is going to the Freeman Brothers sale north of Roy
Go over these new prices; See how little it costs to become next Tuesday.
See the large
the owner of a Ford car or a Ford truck. Can you really afford bills for full particulars. It is
to do without one any longer?
going to be one of the big sales
Let us tell you more about it, and advise you regarding the of the year. Don't miss it.
S. PAT. CFF. 1906
j!3r. BY ED. V. PRItF rw
delivery of the particular type of car in which you are interested.
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('. FLOERSHEIM WEEKLY NEWS:.;)

Rev. Massagee of Tucumcari,
has ben chosen Pastor of the
Baptist Church at Roy, and will
move to Roy within the next
Grand Master L. E. Byrne of few davs. He will havp rh.irrrn
Clayton, and Grand. Master of of the hurones at Roy and Mo- -'
the Grand Lodge I.O.O.F. oi squero.
New Mexico, has been in Roy
several days this week in the
Dont forget the Freeman Bros
interest of the Raton Creamery big sale next Tuesday September
Company.
The Co. is figuring !27th. Everything goes, nothing
very strongly on putting in a sh- reserved,
no by bidding-320
ipping station at Roy. While acres of land goes too. Tractor,
here Mr. Byrne visited the local Auto, Cattle, Horses, Farm maI.O.O.F. Lodge at their meeting chinery, all go to
the highest
Wednesday evening.
biddei-- .

BECK MOTOR COMPANY
The Senatorial election went
off very quietly in Roy last Tuesday and a very light vote was
cast in the Ro yPrecinct. 1 launa carried the precinct by 65
votes.

The vote being as follows: Hanna 222; Eursum 157
Smith 1 and Sena 2. The vote
on

the different amendments

was as follows:

For 58 against 21
52 against 12
55 against 17
85 against 19
50 against 20
, For 61 against 13
7, For 53 against 23
8, For 44 aiainst 88
9, For 60 against 13
10 For 54 against 17
11 For 86 against 40
All the amendments carried in
this precinct except the one limiting the levy of 10 mills for
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.

2 For
3, For
4, For
5, For

'

.

Big shipment of Tanlac just
received. Fairview Pharmacy,
local

agents.

Tanlac,
cine, sold

that wonderful
in Roy

Pharmacy.

medi-

by Fairview

Sol Floersheim,

R. P. Shaya, who has been at
Duran since the murder of his
uncle, returned to Roy the first
of the week. Raymond tells us
that three of the five bandits
have been captured, including
the bandit that shot his uncle
and aunt. Thev are all lode-ein the state Penitentiary at Santa Fe for safe keeping. It looks
Mrs. Kate L. Dunbar of Tucu- very much like the Sheriff of
mcari, spent several days last Torrence County will have to
week in Roy, and while here at- buy a nice piece of hemp rope
tended the Harding County Fair and make use of it too.
Now really, was'nt the exhibits at the Harding County Fair
far better han you ever dreamed
the mesa could produce.
Sure
they were, write your friends
back east, and tell them all about
it. Help advetise the best mesa
in the world.

Shelby Strickland, manager of
the Roberts and; OI ver firm of
this place, has let the contract
for his new home in the north
part of town, to Ray B. Carr. the
contractor. Work has already
been started by Mr. Carr and he
expects to have it completed within 90 days.
Mr. Billings who was in Roy

',-

-

brvT

FLOERSHEIM
MERCANTILE

Mr. and Mrs. G. E.
of Monument, Colo, are visiting
tne John McNeil home at Mosquero this week.
Mr. Bergk-viis working in a garage at
Monument at present, but has
to come back and see the- mesa
occasionaly. He reports that
his father is in the tailoring
business in Denver.
Berc-kvis- t
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assures you the best in quality
style and service Let us take
your measure now.

here. Mr. Billings is now at
Wichita, Kansas, and asks to be
remembered to his friends.

Weaum

lafil

fj

foremost in styles and select their
fabric from only the best mills and
test each piece of cloth to assure
them that they are all wool. This

By Charles Sughroe

LUIA

C4,

Which has put them in the front
r a n k among merchant tailors
m the United States . They are

with his Aeroplane this summer
wires the S. A. that he will return to Roy within a few weeks
with his own aeroplane and will
probably make his headquarters

MICKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL

Untc

WE CALL PARTICULAR ATTEN.
TION TO THE TAILORING OF

1

President of
the Floersheim Mercantile Co.,
is attending to business matters
school purposes.
This amend- in Roy this week.
ment should be defeated and Rtty
did her part to defeat it. The
Mrs. C. F. McCargo,
one giving our soldier boys a cethe Babptist Missionery Sortain exemption on taxation caciety last Thursday afternoon.
rried practically unanimous. ,
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Irene, Back Home, Gets a
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SOME HEAT IS ESSENTIAL FOR
CARBURETOR JN COLD WEATHER

LOTS OF THINGS
ARE STARTED

-

-

BLADJSS

B-F-

that are never finished, but, there never
was a thing finished that wasn't started.

H0TAÍR PIPE

It's pretty easy for the farmer

to jump in his automobile and
run to town when he has a little
business at the bank, but is is
easier to just drop a noto in the
mail and lét the carrier bring it
in. This bank will give your
mailed instructions the most particular attention and we want
all our customers to feel at liberty to hand us any desired directions by mail with the assurance that the same will be attended to promptly and carefully. Mail your checks foidepo-- ,
sit, your orders for bank drafts,
your' remittances for notes due.

AIR 'JN LET

The sooner a thing is started, then the
sooner we Accomplish the Undertaking.

D

,

-

r

.

'

time.
Arrangement

From Exhaust

Leading

f Tube

Whether yoa liavc a starter or not,
rr.olor tlmt Is difficult to, get wider
troy is un exasperating proposition

A

--

the nrrivii'! of cooler days nñd the
present low grade of gasoline will
uake any mdtor difficult of Initial operation. It Is tlie absence of heat that
brings ííbout the hnrd starting motor,
due to the difficulty of volatilizing the
low grade of gasoline now on the
mnrttet.
Truth Is the fuel Is so cold imd
heavy it will not break up and mix
with air even If the suction of the
motor raises a sufficient quantity for
ordinary .purposes. Most of the cars
now built are fitted with hot air tubes
leading from the exhaust pijie to Hie
fixed air inlet' of the carburetor, thus
permitting only hot air to enter, width
aids in gasfving the gasoline.
This hot air tube will be of no
avail while the engine Is load
cold, as, for instance, when it has been
standing all night, but is of material
advantage in economical running and
in starting. The common practice U
to hnv; a hollow cnsfriig 'clamped to
the exhaust pipe and from the Interior
"of this is run a flexible metal pipe to
the fixed ir intake of the carburetor,
thus supplying warm air at all times
and aiding In making better mixture
and more economy In the matter of
fuel consumption.
Heat Generates Gas.
The warmer the air the mow a
given quantity- of gasoline Is transferred into gas, and so more economy
Is Insured. Besides, It has been found
that In even cool weather It is almost
impossible to so adjust a carburetor
as to permit the motor to be throttled
down as well as It should be, and
again the hot air pipe comes Into good
use.
.
Most of the carburetor manufacturers or agents have these pipes ready
for instant installation, and as they
cost little, no motorist should be without one. As n matter of fact, a large
section hose can be used so long as
some arrangement is made whereby it
can lie secured at the exhaust pipe
end.

iiTiil

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Capital and Surplus $60,000.00

.

,

:

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE BANK

" A good bank for everyone"

?

pnr-tlcul-

I wifl ut your feed on shares,
"WANTED
J. M. Elder,
head of nice

x

About 25 or 20
Hereford Heifer

calves.

1929 Ford Tou- Writ em see:
FOR SALE
ring Car, in first class condition,
"W. C Tarbrough,
must be sold at once.
Route A. Roy, KM.

I. C. Dodds.
FOR SALE Four Poland Chiim
NOTICE FARMERS
shoats, elidigable to register, '.ssv
-I 'Is ave a 4
Owens 'Bean
or address
Thresher and com shell er, and
Wm. Creswcll,
I am in the market for your
9 miles Southeast of Hoy.
bean threshing and corn shelling
Dandy team of I can do the work and will apFOR SALE
mares, weight 24001bs. Age 4-- preciate your patronage .. See
cheap and on terms to suit "b- me ror write at 'once.
26-4-

-

6

A'b

uyer.

L. N. DeWeese,
Mosquero, Tí.

Waggner

IR.F.D. A. Mills, N.M.
.51.

PIE SUPPER

480 acres, rail
improped, 170 acres in wheat,
A Pie Sunner has lx?en rilansix miles Northeast of Roy,
A real bargain' if taken at ned for Friday night September
óOth, at the Solano School builonce.
ding. The teadhers are prepaC. A. Strain.
ring a program which will interest you.
NOTICE v
The proceeds are to be used
to the
All pjpiHies indebted
for
play ground equipment.
Liberty Garage, must either pay
All
ladies are requested to briarrangments
with
same, or make
2000 samples to select, from.
R. A. Pendlton by the 1st, day ng pits, and men to help eat
Order
them.
that suit now. THE CITY
of October, otherwise suit will
TAILOR SHOP. ROY N.M.
Committee.
bé in order., Pay and save cost.

FOE SALE

.

3

OuilQ,! wjoa
OQOCi

fJY

MY YOUNG elBten

60

HAS A Ouija board.

TO HEAD off any,

AND SHE believes

it.

hut

THEN

think she talkf?.

I

I

FURTHER

AND TALKS to Noah.

AND

I

FAMILY scandal

stopped to

WHO'S DEAD but doesn't know it.

I

"

whiles

CRANKED up weejea
.

AND ALL

used to give her.

I

a

of a sudden

THE LOUD, rudo laugh.

IT STARTED off.

BUT I'M sorry now.

AND QUICK

aa a flash,

'

BECAUSE LAST night.
I

"THEY SATISFY.''

WAS home alona

SO I

got the board

AND

PUT In a calL

IT SAID something,

-

'if-;3

FOR JOHN Barleycorn.
AND

OTHER

the good
SATISFY" ihat'tlight
up a
Just

departed spiritv

Chesterfield and see what experts can do with fine Turkish
and Domestic tobaccos when
they blend them in that
Chesterfield way. You'll
ssy "they satisfy."

BUT THE line was bus?.
FOR NOTHING happened.

can't-be-copie- d

..

THEN I cheated

a little.

AND IT spelled this."'

"GRAMMASHOTTA

t t

SEVEN."

'

Did you know about the

Chesterfield package of 10?

CICAaBT.T 0
Liggett

&

Pipe to Carburetor.

tin ccn could be slipped over the

exhaust pipe and the hose inserted in
a hole in the can. This would serví
Míe purpose Just ns well us the flexlblf

pipe, except It would be difficult tc
keep In place and would teud to rattle,
Fans Cause Trouble.
Efficient cooling of a motor' Spends
somewhat upon the condition of the
fan, or more particularly, the fat?
blades. All instance is known where
a motorist had gone over his car and
even had a wpaimmn investigate ic
Tt
find out why the motor heated.
was found that three out of the four
fan blades ' had in some manner become straightened out, so as to pull
no air through the radiator, although
the fan was being driven by the helt
as it was designed to do. As soon as
the blades were turned to their original position and air was pulled
through the radiator there was nc
1 rouble
about keeping the mo! or cool.
Clean the Fuel Tank.
Don't overlook the gasoline tank In
The matter "of cleaning, for at some
time It will ha found this is a necessary thing. Here whs a recent cause
that bullied even the experts, and it all
fame about because the owner ran
out of gasoline. That was not a great
misfortune, for he happened to be
near a supply station and the tank
was refilled. I'.ut the motor would not
start, although a few moments before
it bad been running. 'Gasoline would
not flow to the carburetor, although
the tank had J;st been filled.
When the gasoline ran out, became
entirely exhausted, even down to the
last drop. It carried into the gasoline
feed pipe some little particle of refuse
or dirt that previously had been floating on the top of the gasoline. This
found its way into the pipe and dogged
It, so as to prevent a flow to the carburetor, The remedy was simple
enough when the difficulty was discovered. The gasoline pipe was removed ami the particle of dirt blown
out It, is because of this that it is
essential that the ti-- be cleaned out
every once in a while.

Fire Insurance
Ih ave taken the agency for
one of the strongest Fire Insu
rance Companies doing business
in the State and wilj be glad to
insure your property against
fire, lightning, tornados etc.
I also insure farm property.
I appreciate your patronage.
F.H. Foster,
Roy, N. M.

rest on TIME DEPOSITS.

i

CITIZENS STATE BANK
Wills, New Mexico.

The BANK of SAFETY and SERVICE.

3d
!

Mosquero Abstract & Title Company
(Incorporated and Bonded.)
ABSTRACTS

Myers Tobacco Co.

PROMPTLY

ON

ÜL

Insurance of all kinds.
"t

"

Special attention given to examining titles.

'

Conveyances.

.

Mosquero, New Mexico.

.

'HEN you have Püsup or Wind
mill troubles .or have any
work in the Plumbers line, call Judy
and Gibson and they will fix it
WE ARE NOW PREPARED TO REPAIR PUMPS
WINDMILLS OR ANY REPAIRS IN THE
PLUMBERS LINE.
Call JUDY and GIBSON when you are having troubles
with that wind mill, or pump, we can fix it.
WE ALSO HANDLE HARDWARE AND EVERYTHING IN THE TINNERS OR PLUMBERS
LINE, ALSO DEEP WELL PUMPS.
WINDMILLS, CASING AND MANY
:
OTHER ARTICLES THAT COME
UNDER THIS LINE OF
WORK.

IF IT IS TO BE FIXED, WE CAN FIX IT.

JUDY AND GIBSON

NOTICE
s'
The
Associa
toin will sive a "TriD Around
The World" on September 27th,
The Trip will start from the
Christian Church at 7 o'clock P
Hi very one come
ivi.
and eniov
an unusual entertainment.

.successors to BAUM BROS.
Roy,

O. C. Thompson of Coates. Ka
nsas, was in Roy a few days the
first of the week : he came thru
with one of John Myers immigr
ant cars, Bv the wáv. O. C. is
sure looking homesick for the
nesa and some dav not far dis
tant will be right back on the
mesa as m the days ot old.

Mr. and Mrs. Shotwell and fa
mily arrived m Roy Tuesday
from El Paso, and have rented
the Pendleton property in the
west part of town, they will
make their home here for the
coming year at least. Mr
daughters Miss Catherine
and Mrs. Knox Bell, are members, of the Harding County
ligh School faculty, Miss Cath
erine will have charge of the
Domestic Science and Mrs. Bell
will have charge of the Spanish
Department. We are glad to
welcome this interesting family
to Roy and hope they will fall
in love with our little city like
practieally all new comers do.

FURNISHED

LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.

Parent-Teacher-

emofcet

A CIGARETTE.

AND AFTER

.

You will agree with us, we are sure, that
is the simple truth.
We are opening, up new accounts every
day, let your's be next You ran open up an
account for any amount, and we pay inte-

You cant afford to miss this
trip around the world, and just
think, all for 75 cents, let s go
iVhat do you say"

off qnlcfc.

TO HER best fellow.

AND

-

...

This applies in a special way to the opening of BANK ACCOUNTS. The sooner
the account 'is opened the sooner the funds
begin to accumulate ; and while it is never
too late to be thrifty the earliest moment
you can begin will not be any ahead of

t

New Mexico.

IF YOUR SUBSCRIPTION IS DUE NOW

PAY UP

Shot-well- 's

WE CAN USE THE
MONEY.

'3SS!

THE

ROY, HARDING COUNTY;

SPANISH-AMERICA-

NE'lIEXICO.

Fine weather for threshing
o
but too dry for fall plowing.
C. A. and M. II. Smith made
The Plumlee .Hospital is to be
made into a nurse's training a business trip to Mosquero Moschool

In order to clear up any doubt in the minds of the people as to the
deflation in the prices of building material, we are showing below last
years prices and present prices on th principal items going into a building:
'
Last years price Present prices
" im '"'t --m
per 100 feet
per 100 feet
4.50 to 5.00
$
8.50
to
$ 8.00
Yellow Pine dimension, 2x4 2x6 2x8
3.75 to 4.00
7.00 to 9.00
Yellow Pine Boards
9.00 to 11.00
15.00 to 16.00
Yellow Pine Finish B & Btr.
6.00
14.00 to 15.00
Yellow Pine and Fir B & Btr Flooring
6.00
10.00 per M.
Extra Star A Star Cedar Shingles
SASH AND DOORS 40 to 50 per cent REDUCTION
It will be seen that the prices on many items has been cut in two in
spite of the fact that freight rates have advanced more than
The exchange
We believe that NOW is an opportune time to build.
value of your farm products on LUMBER is practically the same as when
you were getting WAR prices and paying WAR prices.
We can furnish you with plans and material for all your needs, and you
can depend on a SQUARE DEAL in all your transactions with us.

I

one-thi-

rd

.Roberts 8t Olven.

Roy. New Mexico.

F. S. STRICKLAND, Manager.

BRADLEY

Report of condition of
BANK OF ROY
'
No. 85
of
business
close
Mexico,
at
the
New
of
State
Roy,
in
the
At
on September 6th, 1921.
RESOURCES
$106,026.13
Loans and Discounts
v
249.03
Overdrafts, Unsecured
243.74
Total Bonds, Stocks etc
,
'
2,818.25
. .. .
Furniture and fixtures
3,000.00
Other real estate owned
9,879.41
bankers
b?nks
and
Net amount due from
432.03
...:vme towm
Checks on other banks
3,864.97
Checks on banks outside oí t, e city
2,356.36
Coin and Currency
'
1,994.70
Other Assets
.

.......

1,

$130.864.62

Total
'

IS
4

:

"

"

LIABILITIES

Capital Stock paid in
Surplus Fund
Individual deposits . . . . $70,521.60
231.02Cashiers checks
.
Deposits
Time
Bills payable, including obligations re- - '
presenting money borrowed

.

,

$30,000.00
3,000.00

:.

70,752.62
2,112.00
'

25,000.00
$130.864.62

Total
STATE OF NEW MEXICO,

)

)SS.

)
COUNTY OF HARDING.
We, Jno W. Harris, President, and R. II. Bentley, Cashier,
of the above named bank ,do "solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of our knowledge and belief.
Jno. W. Harris, President.
R. II. Bentley, Cashier.
,

(

Correct Attest:
Geo. II. Hunker,
M. N. Baker,
Henry W. Farmer.
Directors.

.

Sep-eml)-

er

1921.

My commission expires Oct. 28, 1922.

Frank L. Schultz,
Notary Public.

Have you been around the
world? If not, take á- TRIP AROUND THE WORLD
Meet the

Parent-Teache-

rs

Asso-

ciation at the Christian Church

next Tuesday evening, September 27th at 7:00 o'clock P. M.
They will meet you with cars and
see that you get entirely around
the world. Plenty of eats. Lots
of fun.

Evry one is busy getting their
ground ready for wheat and mo
st are drilling.
T. A. Rice has cut his feed
this week and is now .helping
others get theirs cut and put m
for the winter.
The Bradley thresher pulled
in their home neighborhood again Friday. They wil now finish
up for those who have been wai-

ting for them to do their thre-

A good time.

WHAT MORE DO YOU WANT
Prices-Adu- lts
75c, Children under 12 years of age 50 cents.

Roy, nday.

-

Glenn Pickett was in town
Monday after lumber for a new
garage for A. L. Davis.
Mrs. E. G. Parkes returned
Friday from California, Mo, where she" has been visiting, Mr.
Parkes father and mother returned with her- for a short visit
' t here.
The Sunflowers Entertainers
played Monday night to a large
and appreciated audience. If the
balance of our Lyceum Course
is as good as the first number
we will be indeed pleased.
The election Tuesday passed
off very quietly. More so than
we expected when there wa a
' '
senator to elect.
Mrs. Brown of Colo, arrived
'

Plumlee Hospital at this place
The Hospital, will be. open to
young ladies desiring to become
trained nurses, the qualifications
reauired will be at least one
year high school education and
they will be given the opportuni Friday for a visit with her broth
ty to become a nurse without er II. W. Dykeman and family,
going out of the Country to do
E..JD. Bartmess and C. D. Ho
so.
rn were business visitors in Roy
.
Dr. Plumlee has moved his Monday.
family into the residence north
R. S. Porter and J. L. Boyd.
of the hospital which he purcha have gone to Gladstone to put
sed from Mr. Gilstrap, and Dr. shelving in the Wilco store also
Breaker has moyed to the Plu to build a residence house there.
mlee residence in the itorth part
yuite an excitement in our
of town, so that the hospital town for a while Saturday, when
will be used entirely for patients a six horse team ran away with
and nurses.
two wagons. The outfit belon- Doctors Plumlee and Breaker gd to Geo. Dych who had brouwill continue with the . hospital ght wheat to town and took back
as before and other physicians a load of lumbr.
One horse
are invited to make use of the which was tied itrthe side of one
hospital with the assurance of wagon got one foot too near the
fair and ethical treatment.
wagon wheel and suffered some
It is the purpose of Dr. Plum
flesh wounds. They were stoo
lee to enlarge the hospital ' as ped before other damage was dobusiness demands it. Th? busi ne, just what Geo. had under
ness has increased to such an his belt is impossible to say, but
extent the past year that it will he went home and left two end
probably be enlarged to a twenty gates lying in the lumber yard.
five bed hospital within a short
Harry Evans of near Roy,
time. Miss Roy who will have
was
a business visitor in Mills
charge of the institution has al
ready arrived and taken charge Tuesday .
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Pate and
and will spend at least a month
or more going over the entire daughter Golda, left Wednesday
building, makingthe necessary or their home in
Colorado after
changes etc, which will make it
a
visit
with
here
relatives.
the credited hospital she desires
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Freeman,
o make it.
Very few realize it, but it is a and R. D. Purcell, spent Satur
act that the Plumlee Hospital day and Sunday near. Colmore
is one of the most necessary as- at the Geo. Cockrell
home. Mr.
sets of our little town and the
Cockrell
also
Sr.
accompanied
work done here b ythe different
physicians of Roy and communi- them and remained at the home
ty equal the work of the larger of his son.
hospitals. Over 500 operations,
CD. Cheney and family were
major and minor have been per- - Sunday dinner guests at
the W.
brmed here since its erection
F.
home.
Burris
six years ago, and the death rate
has been scarcely 1 percent
which is equal to the low mor NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ality of any of the larger hos
Department of the Interior,
pitals of the sountry. The hosU. S. LAND OFFICE at Claypital is strictly self supporting
ton,
New Mexico,
co
and is one of the few of the
August 19, 1921.
untry that does not receive out
NOTICE is hereby given that
side aid.
The hospital is a worthy in James F. St Peters, of Mosquero,
stitution and should receive the New Mexico, who, on Oct. 2nd,
united support of the whole 1919. made Additional Homepeople of the mesa.- - The buil- stead Entry No. 026903, for WVfc
dings aid equipment have been of "E 12 of Section 18, Township
erected and placed by Dr. Plum 17 N, Range 31 E, N.M.P. Meriexpense, dian, has filed notice of intenlee at a tremenSuous
and we believe under the new tion to make Final Three, Year
management it will become one Proof, to establish claim' to the
land above described, before A.A.
of the stronger institutions of Wynne, U. S. Commissioner, at
the state and will be a great his office in Mosquero, New Meboon to our County and town.
xico, on the 12th day of October 1921.
Floyd Morris is the new assisClaimant names as witnesses:
James A. Mcintosh, George
tant at the J. E. Busey Co.
Angel,
Frank Weir and Boss
Floyd is an expert battery man
Gale, all of David, New Mexico.
and is working on the battery
Paz Valverde,
end of the business.
Register.

shing.
Chas West's bean thsesher was
at the Randle farm Monday and
Tuesday. They are going to do
all the. bean threshing in this
neighborhood. Curtis is helping
his brother this fall and he is
running the separator and engi
ne part of the time now while
threshing beans.
A few of the Bradley people
attended the dance Saturday night, the last fair night at Roy.
The Hall family called at the
Ralph Hazen home Wednesday.
Grandpa Ward spent the day
at the Hall home Thursday.
Ralph Hazen was busy haul
ing wheat from DeHaven to
Solano last week.
School has started and a few
children have been unable to co
me as yet, but it is hoped all
children will be enrolled this next week.
Lysle Hazen is still on the
sick list, but he seemsto be some better in the last reports.
O You water mellón
Hayi
guys.,
Heiman Rinehart called at
the Hall home Friday.
Mr. Aspgren is still buyng
wheat at Mosquero, we are glad
to hear that little Yorma is some better.
Mr. Lunsf ord was in Roy Tuesday on business.
couple
Mr. Gay and a
of other
men were down from DeHaven
F, S. Brown sold five Sampson
to see the Hazen boys and others trucks this week; a pretty good NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
- o
Ray and Glen Hazen are busy
Department of the Interior,
discking and preparing wheat record for one week during these
hard times. The Sampson is a U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayground.
cutting
well
feed
Frank Smith is
built truck, and the low ton, New Mexico,
- August 19. 1921.
for Lysle Hazen.
price charged for it. makes it
is hereby given that
NOTICE
Mr. Caddl has just finished up almost a self seller.
Lee West, of Roy, Harding Co.
with his beans and is now pre
New Mexico, yho, on November,
paring his ground for wheat.
P.P. Branch left for Pocattelo 2nd, 1916. made Addl Homestead
out
Mr. and Mrs. Shrum were
Idaho the last of the week, whe- Application, No. 023278, for
t,
calling Sunday.
ranch.
on
a
i,
position
4.
Sec.
and
a
he
re
has
Quite a few of the Bradley
people were up at Roy the last He will be gone several months. Sectom 9, Township 18 N.. Range 26 E, N.M.P. Meridian, has
two days of the fair.
filed notice of intention to make
made"
business
a
Ray Busey
Miss Nanalee Bradley and
Harry Kingsbury spent the eve trip to Sedan and Clayton the Final Three Year Proof, to establish claim to. the land above dening at Mosquero Saturday.
latter part of thi week, a
scribed, before F. H. Foster, U.
Mr.. Angel and Mr. Mchee
S. Commissioner, at his office at
hauled a couple of loads of beans
Roy, New Mexico, on the 12th
to Rov last week.
MEN
NOTICE
day of October 1921.
Hillary Hill and family left
Claimant names as witnesses :
"Cleanfor Ark, where they will make
as
the
known
is
What
Solóme Naranjo, Isidro West,
their future home.
up Squad' will be in Roy Septe Pablo Trujillo, and Demitrio
Mrs. Cora Hazen sepnt Monof Garcia, all of Roy, New Mexico.
day and Tuesday with Mrs. El- mber 29th, for the purpose
compenadjusting all delinquent
Taz Valverde,
se Hazen.
'
Register.
Frank Heiman is helping with sation or any other .grievances
man may
the threshing while T. J. is. very that any
FOR SALE One McCormick
busy drilling wheat.
;have with the War Department.
'
. Donald and Edla Florene" Bra- Boys dont fail to meet them as Row Binder, used oniy one seadley are among the new begin this may be your last chance. It son, One McCormick Mower, boners thb year in school, and are lis your duty to tell others about th at a bargain.
Paul Roeber,
ilika the. ether little tots, very ,it also.
Mills, ?!cw
:rt la echó-:!-.
!

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 20th. day of

at once. Miss Helen

Graduate nurse of the Wesboro
Training Sehool of Boston Mass,
has been given complete charge
of the hospital and everything
will be under her direction. Miss
Roy comes from New York City
and has had Post Graduate work
'in the Bellview Hospital special
zine in medical and surgery. She
had been offered the position, oí
Supervisor of the Cook County
Hospital, but having that long
ing for the west, she was.mdu
ced to take over the work of the

..

1

ZitluJLMl.

MILLS AND VICINITY .

PLUMLEE HOSPITAL TO
BE MADE NURSES
TRAINING SCHOOL.
I

SO THE PEOPLE MAY KNOW

"v. v.l
lit

SATURDAY: SEPTEMBER

u
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NOTICE FOR PUEUCxVriON
Department of the Interior.
U. S. LAND OFFICE at
Mexico

Cláy-ton,New

7th, 1D21
Notice 13 hereby given that
Roger Q. Stubbs, of Mosquero
N. M. who on Sept, 3, 1918, made Additional Homestead
026173: and on May 8, 1919, ma
de Adcutonali Homestead Entry
No, 026176, forEi2 of Sec 1,
TP, 17N, Range 28E. and
NeV4 of Sec, 12, Tp. 17N, Range
28E, and Nw& and
of Section 7, Township 17N, Range 29E. N.M.P. Meridian hoc,
filed notice of intention to make

eu

W-Sw-

U

nal lhree Year Proof, to esta-

blish claim to the land above
described, before A. A. Wvnn
U. S. Commissioner, at hs office in Mosquero, N. M.. on the
26th day of October 1921.
,

Claimant n?ime.s as witnesses:
mmy u. utiuweii, uregario
Montoya, Augustine Blea, and
John 0. McNeill all of Mosquero.
N. M.
., ,,
Paz Valverde,

':j

Register.

..

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior.
U. S.A LAND OFFICE
ton,New Mexico.
Sept, 7th, 1921
Notice is herebv riven that
Bjngley D. Atkins, of Abbott,
Harding Co. New Mexico, who
on January. 22. 1918: made Ho
mestead Application No. 025792
tor swy-swi- t,
Sec. 5.
Sec. 6. WU-Nw. Section
8, Township 22N. Range 25E.
N.M.P; Meridian, has fled notice
of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before
F. H. Foster, U.S. Commissioner
at his office at Roy, New Merico
on the 24th day of October 1921.
Uaunant names as witnesses:
A. J. Augur.
H. B. Martin.
Lonie Shipley and Esta Atkins.
all of Abbott, New Mexco.
Paz Valverde,

rw

'

'

SeU-SeV-

j,,

V.

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay- ton.New Mexico.
Sept, 7th, 1921
Notice is hereby given that
Santiago Martinez, of Mosquero,
N.
who on Sept. 7, 1916, ma
de Additional Hohestead - Entry
No. 023017, "for NwU-NeVi,
Swi4-Neiand
of
Section 12, Township 17N. Ran
ge 28E, N. M. P. Merridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to es
tablish claim
the land above
described, before A. A. Wynne,
U.S. Comissioner at his office
in Mosquero, N. M. on the 27th
day of October 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Cruz Baca, Julian Garcia, Lu
ciano Baca and Jose Garcia y
Chavez, all of Mosquero, N. M.
Paz Valverde.
4,

Ei2-Nwi- 4.

Register.
The F. S. Brown Motor Co.
has sold one Sampson Tractor
and Tandem Disc to J.B. Wood-ar- d
of Roy and will make deli
very

this week.

.

FOR SALE
NEW FORDSON . TRACTOR;
and plow. Write or see
IRA THETFORD, MILLS.N.M,
pd.
17-24--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
(ISOLATED TRACT) '
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay
ton, New Mexico.
September 10th, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
as directed by the Commissioner
of the General Land office, un
der provisions of Sec. 2455, R.
S., pursuant to the application
of Faustin Hernandez, of David,
New Mexico, Serial No. 027704,
we will offer at public sale, to
the highest bidder, but at not
less than $3.25 per acre, at 10
o'clock A; M. on the 23rd day cf
November, 1921. next, at this
office, the following tract cf
v

-

land:
NeVi-NeSec. 29, T. 19 N.
Range 29 E. N. M. P. Meridian.
The sale will not be kept open,
but will be declared closed whea
those present at the hour; named
have ceased bidding. The person making the highest bid will
be required to immediately pay
to the receiver the amount the!
reof.
Any persons claiming adverland are
sely the
advised to file their claims, or
objections, on or before the fee
tíesi'í.'n'ütcd for sale.
Paz Valverde,
Vi

above-describ-

ed

..v

THE

ÜOÜEÍI ÜIIO
GAHF1QT

Cutlcura for Pimply Facet,
pimples and blackheads
smear them with Cutlcura Ointment,
Wash off In five minutes with Cutí
cura Soap and hot water. Once clear
keep your skin clear by using them for
daily toilet purposes. Don't fail to in
elude Cutlcura Talcum. Advertisement
To remove

WORK

Read Mrs.Corley's Letter and
Benefit by Her Experience

HAD

Edmund, S.C. "I was run down with
nervousness and female trouble and suf
fered every month.
i was not able to do
any work and tried a
lot of medicine, but
got no relief. I saw
your medicine advertised in a little book
that was thrown in
my door, and I had
not taken two bottles
's
of Lydia E.
Pink-ham-

Vegetable

Compound before I
could see it was help
ing me. I am keeping house now and
am able to do all of my work. I cannot
say enough for your medicine. It has
done more for me than any doctor. I
have not paper enough to tell you how
much it has done for me and for my
friends. You may print this letter if
you wish."
Elizabeth C. Corley,
care of A. P. Corley, Edmund, S. C.
Ability to stand the strain of work is
the privilege of the strong and healthy,
but now our hearts ache for the weak
and sickly women struggling with their
daily rounds of household duties, with
backaches, headaches, nervousness and
almost every movement brings a new
pain. Why will not the mass of letters
from women all over this country, which
we have been publishing, convince such
women that Lydia E. Pinkhanvs Vegetable Compound will help them just aa
surely as it did Mrs. Corley !

THE

COLORS

Keeping

In

Customer
Waiting for Attention.
Good-Lookin- g

A woman In a sninll town

asked her
husband, Colonel Blank, to call In at
the dairy when passing to order some
new-lal- d
eggs. After making a brief
demur the colonel yielded. A little
later he called at the shop in question,
quite a small and unimportant establishment oif a back street.
Two or three minutes passed; then,
as no one came to serve him, the colonel gave a gentle knock on the counter. This had no effect; so a smart
Jouble rnp was given.

Then a

eurly-neade-

d

Take Aspirin only as told in each
package of genuine Bayer Tablets of
Aspirin. Then you will be following
the directions and dosage worked out
by physicians during 21 years, and
proved; safe by millions. Take do
chances with substitutes. If you see
the Bayer Cross on tablets, yon can
take them without fear for Colds,
Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
Earache, Toothache, Lumbago and
for Pain. Handy tin boxes of twelve
tablets cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger packages. Aspirin is the
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Monoacetlcacldester of Salicyllcacld.
Advertisement
A

CASE

SURGEON

FOR

The bunko man does his best
make farming pay.

Do you discriminate at the dining
table or are you thoughtless?

coffee is served

for

and Postum
for children. But some
parents do not discriminate. Caffeine and tannin,
the injurious contents of
coffee arid tea, seriously
retard the development of
the delicate nerve tissues
"grown-ups- "

.

In children.

Although some parents feel a certain
cation for the personal
indulgence in coffee, yet
the harm to them may
be equally

It

serious.

may take a little while
longer for the drugs in
coffee and tea to affect

muB

n

inn,,

tut Jr.irririi

n

an older person, but in
many cases the nervous
system and allied bodily
functions will become
weakened. The surest
way to avoid such possibilities is to quit coffee
entirely and drink Postum
instead. The change permits you to get sound,
.
restful sleep.
Postum is the
meal-tim-

Consequently, instead
of rich, satisfying Postum,
children are over stimulated by the drugs in tea
and coffee; and so may
grow up irritable and
nervous. Any doctorean
tell you that this is a
great evil and should be
corrected.

1.

null

Certainly not.:

V

All this is preliminary to reminding you that Eetcher's Castoria was sought
out, found and is prepared solely as a remedy for Infants and Children. And let
this be a warning against Substitutes, Counterfeits and the
stuff that
may be all right for you in all your strength, but dangerous for the little babe.
All the mother-lov- e
that lies within your heart cries out to you: Be true to
Baby. And being true to Baby you will keep in the house remedies specially
prepared for babies as you would a baby's food, hairbrush, toothbrush or sponge.
Just-as-go-

od

Child pen Cry Fop
Net Contentafóflmite

The new highway travel lawk now Is
effect In Arizona. It provides that
all vehicles must carry a light at night,
that headlights must throw a beam ris
Ing not over forty-twInches from the
roadway, that cutouts must not ex
tend downward to the possible Injury
of the roadbed, that no unusual noises
shall be made and that a person who
drives from an accident In which he
participated may be guilty of a felony
Business conditions in Arizona are
improving If It can he judged by the
increased number of articles of Incor
poration which have been filed with
the State Corporation Commission of
late. New business enterprises often
mean new money coming Into the
slate;, they place money In circula
tion, and If nothing more they are
based on the supposition that an en
terprlse has been found which will at
tract Investors by its merits.
The rodent destruction crew which
has been at work for some time on
the Zunl Indian reservation Is meeting
with good success, and by late fall
most of th" prairie dogs will have been
killed. The tract of land which the
crew has been working on Is about
thirty miles long by ten wide and contains about 50,000 acres. The land Is
said to be valuable for agriculture
purposes, but for a long time has been
almost worthless on account of the in
roads of the dogs.
.Mining properties In the Twelfth
Federal Reserve district, Including the
seven states of Arizona, California,
Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, Utah and
Washington, produced
more silver,
gold and. lend, and less copper during
July than In the corresponding month
last year, according to reports mode
public by John Perrin, federal reserve
agent at San Francisco. The reports
were received from
twelve
largest
mines located In Arizona, California,
Nevada, Utah and Idaho.
A movement has been started In Gal-u- p
to divert the flood witters of the
Puerco river so that there will be no
danger of future floods. Several times
this season the west side of the citv
has been under from one to two feet of
water and the loss In property has been
heavy and plans are now being made
for the construction of dykes to prevent ,thls. If the funds can he raised
a concrete wall about ten- feet high
will be built so that the river will be
held In Its channel instead of flowing
over the low lands of the city. The tor
tal cost of the improvement will be
about $10,000 when It Is completed.
Fort ISnytird, N. M.f will soon-- have
a troop 6f Roy Scouts whlcli will be
under the management of II. L. Mitch
ell, newly arrived patient at' the big
hospital. It is expected
that about
thirty members will be recruited bv
the first of the month.
Gov. M. C. Mecbem announced the
appointment of Stephen 13. Drrvis, Jr.,
of Las Vegas, as justice of the State
Supreme Court, to take the place of
Clarence J. Roberts, chief Justice, who,
It is announced, will resign Nov. 1 to
enter upon the practice of law In
Santa Fé. The appointment of Mr.
Davis is made pending the general
election In 1IV22.
At a recent meeting of the Sweet
Potato . Growers' Association, plans
were completed for the new warehouse
which will. be. erected In Fort Sumner,
N. M., toncare for the season's crop.
The lots for the site have been purchased and actual construction work
will be stnrted soon as the material
can be placed ou the ground. The crop
this year will be one of the largest
ever grown in theAulley and it is possible that the growing of sweet potatoes will soon become one of the prin
cipal industries of the valley.
That no oné in Arizona In 1919 had
a personal Income exceeding ?300,000
and that only one citizen could boast
n Income of this amount Is shown In
the list of personal Income tax returns
as filed for that, an account of which
was released by Judge Alfred Frank
lin, collector of Internal revenue for
the district of Arizona.
Frank George, convicted murderer
of Undersheriff Ed Bowers at Pres-cot- t
on July 1, was sentenced to life
Imprisonment in the state penitentiary
by Judge R. C. Stanford of Marlopn
county In (he Superior Court.
In

,

In thousandsof homes,
a "line" is drawn at the
breakfast table. Tea or

Unios Newi Berries.

It.

'

the

(Western Newsstpw

"FX

its"

give

Would you use a grown-up- 's
remedy for your baby's ills?
Eemedies are prepared according to the work THEY have to do.

ASPIRIN

good-lookin- g

demand,

use a steam shovel to move a pebble? Certainly not. Implements
are built according to the work they have to do.

yOULD you

per-cent-

Ambitious Medical Student Was Slight
ly Too Precipitate In Jumping
By the time the father arrived the
to His Conclusions.
colonel was boiling with rage.
"What do you mean by keeping me
"After the flrst crash," Impqrted
waiting all this time?" he roared.
"Very sorry, sir," said the man, "but the first hospital surgeon to the sec
you see it's like this. You're the very ond, "I rnn over to where it lay on
the pavement; and when I raised It
flrst
man that I've had in
up, I saw at once that its ribs were
my shop, and as there were a lot of
people passing by I thought what a smashed, while a gaping hole was
torn In
?ood advertisement- - you was
"Pnrdon me, doctor," broke In the
mu uicic,
i'UOIlC L.eu- i lliniut-ipnmedical student, who had caught
' "
ger.
these words as he was about to pass
by Into the consumptive ward, "but
Considerable Agitation.
if you have no objections, I'd like to
"Rllhpi HIV PVPS fllA lifting flmnir ..
take a few notes on that accident
ilse there's something powerful wropg
He pulled his notebook from his
with yore house," snld an acqualnt-ine- e pocket. "Was the case a child?"
who hud halted in the big road to case."
stare at the; Johnson domicile. . "I
"No," the surgeon informed him to
reckon It must be my eyesight, but the his embarrassment. "I was speaking
loggone house 'pears to be shaking of my umbrella."
Science and Inven
'
and shivering like it was going to tlon.
tumble down."
"Aw, I reckon likely my fourteen
Profit and Loss.
;hildren happen to have took a notion
First Tramp I'm sure hungry. How
to scratch their chlggers at the same
kin we g't a "bite to eat?
p'tu!
une time," replied Gap JohnSecond Tramp I'll tell ya. I'll give
son of Rumpus Eldge. who was hang- ya a black eye.
ing over his own front fence, hooked
First Tramp A black eye! What
M by the elbows. Kansas City S'.ar. for?
Second Tramp Sure, then yon run
When a man knows but one thing he and ask that old. lady In that house
feels callable of giving advice on all over yonder for a piece of raw meat to
subjects.
put on It.
To the hasty
leisurely reply.

Some More Truths.

All Over

'
All the cities along the route of the
Ozark Trails In New Mexico are now
Some alumni folks In Philadelphia raising money towards a fund to re
were getting up a social function, pair the road and keep the bridges In
when the secretary happened to men good condition.
Three days of races and cowboy
tlon to one of the members the fact
that a young woman from Boston sports have been arranged in the program for the northern New Mexico
named Hlgglns would attend.
"Hlgglns Isn't a very attractive fair which will be held in Eaton, Octo
name," he said, "but the girl, herself her 4, 5, 6 and T. "
Is a beauty." '
In the past three mouths the number
"How shall I know her?", asked the of cases of Indigents In Maricopa county, Arizona, has decreased about 50
other Interested at once.
,
"Well," said the secretary, "she's
Charles Sabln, county in'dl
gent
officer, slated at Phoenix.
the only girl I know with Yale eyes
Lupe Gonzales of Roswell, who was
and a Harvard complexion."
shot by Juan Rubio, died at the St
Mary's hospital.
Following his death
the charge of assault against Rubio
was withdrawn and formal complaint
Inf murder filed.
Name "Bayer',' on Genuine
City mail delivery was started In
Clayton, N. M., the first of September
and deliveries will be made over the
entire city twice a day. The service
started with two carriers and the force
will be Increased as tflfe town requires

v

'

News

New Mexico
and Arizona

Young Lady, It Might Be Imagined,
Would Be Noticeable In A.,
.most Any Company.

NOT

youngster put his head around
the. door and announced, "Father's

From

OF BOTH

"SHOWING OFF" THE COLONEL
Storekeeper Had Eye for Business

Southwest

SPANISH-AMERICA-

well-know-

n,

bever-

e

Like thousands, of
others you will like it because, in flavor, it is
much like a
age.

high-gra-

de

coffee.
Do away with the

dis- -

tinction at the table.
Serve delicious Postum,
piping hot, to all the family. One week's trial and
it is likely that you'll never
return to tea and coffee.
Postum comes in two

forms: Instant Postum (In tins)
mad instantly in ths cup by
the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of
larger bulk, for those vho prefer to make the drink while the
meal Is being prepared) made
by boiling for 20 minutes,

II

iinimiiiii

uii.i.i

mi..

r
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,

r
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to

Al.r.OHOL-- 3

PER CENT.
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Are You Prepared?
A doctor in the house all the tine would be a good idea. Yet you
can't afford to keep a doctor i& the family to keep baby well or prevent sickness. But you can do almost the same thing by having at
hand a bottle of Fletcher's Castoria, because it is a wonderful remedy
for indigestion, colic, feverishness, fretfulness and all the other disorders that result from common ailments that babies have.
Fletcher's Castoria is perfectly safe to use. It is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. Children
cry for Fletcher's Castoria, and mothers recommend it because they
have found it a comfort to children and a mother's friend.
If you love your baby, you know how sweet it is to be able to
help baby when trouble comes. You cannot always caU upon a doctor.
But doctors have nothing but good to say of Fletcher's Castoria, because they know that it can only do good that it can't do any harm
and they wouldn't want you to use for baby a remedy that you would
use for yourself .

Cheerfulness anflKestwinuiiB
neither Optam,Mcrpauienor

Mineral.

Not nahcotiv

;4),sit.
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hot nf

f Constipation

1

Remedy fcf
and Diarrhoea

and Feverisnnp;
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resultingtomfromin
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READ THE BOOKLET THAT

IS AROUND

BOTTLE OF FLETCHER'S

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

TH

CKNTAUft COMPANY, NSW YORK CITV.

Most people never really need half

they pay for.

,'

Stop Ford Rattlingrj

Western Ganada

Brake Lining

and has brought contentment and happiness
to thousands of home seekers and their families who have started on her FREE homesteads
or bought land at attractive prices. They have
established their own homes and secured prosg
perity and independence. In the great
sections of the prairie provinces there
is still to be had on easy terms

ana

nattering
with ADVANCE
Cork Insert

ADVANCE AUTOMOBILE
ACCESSORIES CORP.

Annua, Chicago

50good cigarettes
for 10c from
one sack of

GENUINE

I,'

TOBACCO
We want you to

have tha

beat paper for "BULL."
So now you can receive
with each package a book
ol 24 leaves of H1U.-t- he
very finest cigarette
paper In the world.

!íli)r,M

Principles of acoustics ure "sound
'
'

rlnctrlnpít
The Common Gift.
"Wus It much of n wedding?"
"I should say. The bride iind groom

make a tremendous appeal to industrious
settlers wishing to improve their circumstances. For certificate entitling yoa
to reduced railway rates, illustrated
literature, maps, description of tarm
opportunities in Manicooa, aas
katchewan, Alberta and British Columbia, etc., write
W.V.BENNETT
Room 4, Be Building
Omaha, Nob.
mné

CtMtstlMt.

wanted

ttawriNiwt

L.

mi

farm or your
uood land,
land Is
It

sunlon this winter.
write

f Canada

JONES.

Box

.74,

pos.
for sala
OLNBT. ILU

eciMiiiiiiiisiiaiiiiiiiiniiiiiiBq
"Mia

eight clocks."
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For many years druggists have watched
with much Interest the remarkable record
maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
the great kidney, liver and bladder

It

is a physician's prescription.
t
is a strengthening medi
cine. It helps the kidneys, liver and bladder do the work nature intended they
should do.
Swamp-Roo- t
hag stood the test of yesrs.
It is sold by all druggists on its merit
and it should help you
No other kidney
medicine has so many friends.
Be sure to get Swainp-Koo- t
and start
'
treatment at once.
However, if you wish first to test this
treat preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer A Co.. Binehamton, N. Y.; for a
sample bottle.- - When writing be sure and

S
S

Lily White wiH pleai .Und up'.'
But Phoebe upward wriggM:
"I'm LÜy White with Faultless Starch."
And ail the Pupils giggled.

WHY DRUGGISTS RECOMMEND
SWAMP-ROO- T

land similar to that which through many
years has yielded from 20 to 45 bushels
of wheat to the acre oats, barley and flax
also in great abundance, while raising
horses, cattle, aheep and hogs is equally
profitable. Hundreds of fanners in Western
Canada have raised crops in a single season
worth more than the whole cost of their land.
Healthful climate, good neighbors, churches,
schools, rural telephone, excellent markets
and shipping facilities. The climate and soil
offer inducements for almost every branch of
agriculture. The advantages for

Dairying, Mixed Farming
and Stock Raisins

Discriminating.
At a ehurelr-- lawn social, nt which
most of the cnntlles consisted of homemade fudge given by the ladles of the
church, a little miss was having .difficulty In selecting the fifth penny's
worth of enndy to complete her purchase. The saleslady,, wishing to help
her to decide, Inquired If she would
like some "of this nice, white fudge."
The little girl gave one look nt It, and
snld: "Ugh, no, 4 believe my tnatnniu
made that."

DURHAM

Wealth

$5 to $30 an Acre

Fertile Lend at

Aik Tour dealer for "Cork
Inert. ' Outluti three Kb of
ordinary lininca.

1723 Prmiri

ttd

Offers Health

This booklet tell, why
Coik Insert doe it
Gladly mailed FREE.

received

EVE.RY

CASTORIA

GENUINE

XHíCwrAOTCcww

L2J

SHOULD

MOTHERS

I

U

U
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I

avasuKatÜ

Swamp-Roo-

mention this paper.

Advertisement.

Cats, unlike politicians, give voice
it the most decided utterances while
in the fence.

t

Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver Pills
then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after.They
CARTERS cieanse
your sysrem 01 an waste matter and
rr Kegtíate
r
Yoar Cowels. Mild -- as easy to
take as sugar. Gmuir Um

i tt

4IIPILLG

iiv-jL?-

Small Pill.

$zzc

Small Dose. Small Price.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N

UOY, HARDING COUNTY,

Mrs. Ed. Foley of Vaughn is
in Roy this week visiting her
son Donald and
Mr.
,
Shaya.
son-in-la-

The Shay a CompanY

FECIALS
DRY GOODS
WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OP HIGH GRADE
LOW PRICED CHILDRENS SCHOOL SHOES.
COME IN AND EXAMINE THEM

Kerr Self Sealing Mason Jars, only $1.05 per dz.
Try our J.S.B. Coffee in 5 pound Milk Maid Buckets. $2.25
OUR GALLON SPECIALS ARE STILL ON
(This week only.)
,

w

SEPTEMBER 24th, 1921.

HARDING COUNT V FAIR
Continued from

.

Clerk Anderson

Mr. John Meyers of Sawyer,
Kansas, arrived in Solano last
week with two immigrant cars
and has moved back to his farm
southeast of Roy, in the Brad- -

I

1

knew med to go dead wrong, practically the whole crowd stood by the
bovs and cheered them on to
victory. Another mention we
wish to make, is the suüDort
given the fair committee by the
wholesale houses doing business
on the mesa; over $1.000 in preF. S. Brown Motor Co. recei miums were donated - by them
ved a car load of Sampson Tru alone to the fair and included
cks Friday, they were ordered everything from a $125.00 range
ast Tuesday from Denver.! hey o a satety razor. Most of the
are a very gooa iooKing truck, se premiums were donated thru
and will be used for hauling ne retail house in Rov. handlinothe wares which gave them adchildren to school.

'

"Come to the place where you" get
your work done by Competent Mechanics
and the work GUARANTEED."
RAYMOND PENDLETON PROPRIETOR
GUARANTEED

27th at the Freeman farm east
of Mills. Fine bunch of cattle,
horses, farm machinery etc, will
be offered to the public at this
sale,, don't forget the date and
attend.
'

Baker Shannon

and Frank
Shelton of Dawson, were in Roy
several days this week looking
over the town with a view of
locating here. We understand
they are figuring on purchasing
some business lots and will open
up a general business.
S. B. Shannon

as our inspector will bv iere

on the 15th of Oct-

The Only Road To Success
Most successful business men owe their success to theSavings Account Habit.

ditional advertisement.
I he exhibits by the Rov Ce
ment Products Co. receivprl a
number of favorable comments
and were very neat exhibits.
All in all the fair wasa sreat
success and the people of Harding County made it a success by
the active support that was given the officers and those who
naa the iair in charge.
The
work done by the president Mr.
W. H. McCarger and the Secretary Mr. Ray Busey, they deserve especial mention fo

rit

'

i '

Deposit a dollar or two each week and see how rapidly
will grow.
,

it

CULTÍVATE IT EARLY IN LIFE

We will open an account with you for as low as $1.00
We PAY 3 PER CENT INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS
NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE

An K OF
Capital and
Surplus

$38,000.00

was

through their untiring efforts
that the.large premium list was
arranged and the whole fair
put over in such fine shape.
they are both real workers al
so the different committees and
we want to commend them a
tor their work and interests in
the fair

of Dawson, is
visiting at the, Guthmán home
south of town for a few wéeks.
We believe with a little induceWe believe that a stock com
ment, Mr. Shannon could be ma-d- o
a resident of the mesa again. pany should be organized at once and corporation formed, and
Dr. Ames, of Alva, Okla, is vi- stock sold and all arrangements
siting relatives in and near Roy started right now for next years
this week. Dr. Air.es is á pro- fair. We need pennant build-ngnot only exhibit buildings
minent physician of Alva.
but also barns and sheds for
the livestock. ' This will take
Just received a large- - ship- money and plenty of it, so why
ment of the wonderful remedy, not start now to arrange for a
Tanlac. This is the great medi- permanant organization, and get
cine you have been hearing so busy to make the 1922 fair even
much about. The remedy that's better than what we had this
made such a wonderful reputa- year.
tion and which has accomplished
The fair of this year was gisuch remarkable results ail over ven by the Chamebr of Commethe United States and Canada. rce of Roy, but we believe it is
Get your bottle now at the Fair-vie- too large a proposition for them
Pharmacy.
to continue to handle and the
only way to make it permanant
Mr. Knudson of the firm of and self sustaining is by the
Knudson' and McNeil of Yates-vill- e above method. Let's all get bewas a. business visitor in hind this movement and make
Roy the first of the week Mr. the Harding County Fairs the
Knudson is working in the inte- best in New Mexico.
rest of Post Office at Yatesville
and- a star route from Roy to
Kephart by the way of the new
Post Office. The. star route
from Roy to connect with the
star route from Grenville to Kephart. Mr. Knudson is having
excellent success with his petition and if established will give
mail service to a greaf number
of people who now have to go
miles for their mail.

ORABERNSTOFF
DEALER

SCHULTZ & JOHNSON

GRAIN

If you have any grin.to sell, see me or write

.

.

Solano, and Mosquero, New Mex.

E. J, H. Roy
Surveying and Mapping
County Surveyor

w

NOTICE

..ThefDor can take a Trip
around th ; World as well as the

To all persons knowing themrich, all for 73 cents, are you
selves due to me on sale notes
going.
of October 15th, 1919, please
make settlement on or before the
Everybody is going to take 13th of October. Interest added
"A trip around the world" next at the rate of 10 percent from
Be on hand date of sale.'
Tuesdav eveni,-- .
T. H. Blankenship,
at 7. P.M. at the Christian ChuWinfield, Texas.
rch and away we go, through
Japan, Netherlands, France, AfRev. Dawn; will preach his
rica, Spain, the Indian Reservation and the good old U. S. A. farewell sermon at Roy Sunday
Price for complete trip 75 cents. October 2nd. Everybody is invited to hef.r this sermon. Rev.
Dawn has been minister of the
G. A. Hearn of Denver,
has Baptist Church at Roy for years
leased the Mesa Hotel at Mosque but his work in the north part
ro and has made severl changes of the state requires his time
in the place, and invites the pu- to such an extent that it is alNow is your chance to take
blic to stop with him when in most impossile for him to make
r
a trip around the world, only 75c I
Roy also.
the County Seat.
,

'

Fairview Pharmacy
,.1

LV

s,

ober.

The Roy Drug Store

-

G

'

at once

.

VULCANIZIN

.

will be held r.oxt Tuesday' Sept

Come in an ! see us

in.

We

t

IF YOU NEED A LOAN

We are now better prepared than ever to handle your auto and tractor repair
work. We burn in bearings which' makes
them last much longer.
We can do any kind of mechanical and
electrical 'work and we guarantee every
piece of work that we do.
Bring in that car or tractor and let

us overhaul it before the busy season sets

.

John would come back when he
we clerked his sale years ago.
They all do John, and we'll bet
a daughnut that O. C. Thompson
will be back too, as soon as he
dsposes of that Kansas farm.

Freeman Brothers big sale

TEACH YOUR $$? TO HAVE MORE CENTS

'

arranged and prepared by the
R. P. Shaya Company which included a large tent with all the
necessary arrangements where
ladies could go and
rest and
eive
'
. a
1L
'I
a rest.. This feameir cunaren
ture alone added much to the
comfort of the ladies and was
very highly appreciated by them
Anotner teature was the str
ong support given the Roy Ball
team throughout the three sa
mes and when everything see

-

R. P. Shaya Co.

THE SERVICE GARAGE

and

Miss Etna Floersheim who is
attending school at Springer
spent several days last week at
the Harding County Fair and vi
siting relatives and friends in
Roy.

VULCANIZIN

GUARANTEED

first page

There were many
features about the fair and
Deputy R. Lopez came up from we can't name them all, but one
Mosquero Tuesday to vote for or two we would like to mention.
Bursum.
For instance the rest room tent
County

ey neighboi'hood.

DONT FORGET OUR FALL COATS. THE VERY
BES IN MATERIAL, AND THE VERY
LATEST IN STYLES.

NEW MEXICO. SATURDAY

5

Land Matters before the Department ot the

Interior Contests, etc

QUALITY
PRIC- EAND

A complete line of;
Drugs, Patent and Propriety Medicenes, Perfumes, Toilet Articles
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars and Tobáceos
Okeh Records, Kodaks and Eastman Supplies.

UP

TO-ÜAT-

E

SERVICE-

SODA FOUNTAIN
All

the Popular Drinks andIc is, HotlDiinks injsecson.

News stand,

All dba

alaat KagajtoM and daily papera.
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Dr.M.D.Gibbs
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S E. PAXTON GROC. CO,
"A Square Deal Every Day."
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